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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED UNDER PERKINS V (20 U.S.C. 2301 et seq.).

(a) Plan Development and Consultation

(1) Describe how the State plan was developed in consultation with the stakeholders and in accordance with the procedures in section 122(c)(2) of Perkins V. See Text Box 1 for the statutory requirements for State plan consultation under section 122(c)(1) of Perkins V.

As Industry 4.0 continues to transform Indiana’s economy and workforce needs, Governor Holcomb’s administration, as well as employers, schools, institutions of higher education, and other community stakeholders, have examined the role and purpose Career and Technical Education (CTE) has in our educational and talent development system. Long-term success in the rapidly changing economy requires continually increasing levels of proficiency of technical knowledge and skills. CTE can serve as a hands-on application and real-world relevancy for students of all levels. To ensure CTE courses and programs are integral to Indiana’s larger secondary and postsecondary education and workforce systems, we must re-envision how CTE courses connect to core academic courses, relevant technical and technological skills, and practical application and problem-solving. The case for a more narrow approach to CTE, separate from either core academics or higher level technical skills, is often based on the notion that not every student goes to college. This argument creates a need for an educational alternative for the students who, by desire or by necessity, go directly into the workforce after high school graduation. As Indiana re-envision CTE across the state, we will redefine the perception that CTE is an alternative to academic courses targeted only for the non-college bound, but for all students, in both K-12 and adults, interested in accessing middle-wage and middle-skill careers aligned to greater economic mobility.

Long-term success in our ever-evolving economy increasingly depends on higher levels of academic proficiency, regardless of whether one intends to pursue education after high school. The ability to effectively problem-solve, think critically, communicate, collaborate, design, and innovate are all essential skills in our globalized economy. Redesigning our approach to CTE will increase the quality, consistency, and intentionality behind these programs. This new vision for teaching and learning CTE will help all Hoosiers – both youth and adults – understand both the breadth and depth of career pathways and opportunities in Indiana.

Development of Indiana’s Perkins V State Plan and the redesign of CTE began in May 2018 with the formation of the Governor’s Workforce Cabinet (GWC) and the CTE Action Team. When active, the CTE Action Team consisted of representatives from the Department of Workforce Development (DWD), Commission for Higher Education (CHE), Department of Education (DOE), Office of Career and Technical Education, postsecondary representatives, and various industry stakeholders. These members included:

- Chairman - Paul Perkins, President of Amatrol, Inc.
- Alan Taylor, Director of Career and Technical Education for Prosser Career Center
- Mark Kara, Assistant to the Coordinator for Local 150 Operating Engineers
- Jason Ells, Senior Vice President of Custom Concrete
- Maurice Coates, President of CK United
- Bob Stutz, CEO Salesforce Marketing Cloud
- Nick Goodwin, Chief Strategy Officer Department of Workforce Development
- Beth Meguschar, Associate Chief Operating Officer Department of Workforce Development
- Amanda McCammon, Chief of Workforce & STEM Alliances Department of Education
- Stefany Deckard, State CTE Director Department of Education
- Josh Garrison, Associate Commissioner Indiana Commission for Higher Education
- Stephanie Sample, Associate Commissioner for Strategy and External Affairs Commission for Higher Education
The CTE Action Team completed a comprehensive review of the entire CTE system, which included an evaluation of how the current CTE system functions in relation to the reauthorization of the federal Carl D. Perkins Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act and alignment to the changing needs of the economy. In addition to the state’s review, KSM Consulting delivered a report on Indiana’s CTE system in December 2018, confirming many of the same issues that the CTE Action Team had discovered and also providing some new insights into the complexity of Indiana’s CTE system. A summary of the findings from the CTE Action Team’s Review and the KSM Consulting report include:

- Indiana’s CTE system is widely misaligned in critical areas. Prior to July 1, 2019, authority for Perkins V rested with the State Board of Education, though the responsibility for administration and oversight of the CTE system was disparately housed across multiple agencies, including the Department of Education (DOE), Department of Workforce Development (DWD), and the Commission for Higher Education (CHE). This division of responsibility led to an often fractured system with poor alignment between secondary and postsecondary CTE, as well as full integration with the talent development system.

- Secondary CTE is operating under a plan developed in 2009. It is not consistently aligned with postsecondary CTE delivered at Ivy Tech, Vincennes, on-the-job training, or third party providers. Many programmatic standards are also outdated and archaic. Under our current system, we cannot ensure that students designated as CTE concentrators have the relevant knowledge and skills to move directly into employment or additional postsecondary educational opportunities. To ensure students receive high-quality CTE instruction and experiences, CTE in Indiana must be a rigorous and valuable pathway that includes opportunities to earn postsecondary credits and industry-recognized credentials prior to graduation.

- A lack of consistent, readily-available data and information limits the public’s and policymakers’ understanding of CTE, thus making it difficult to monitor the quality of student outcomes and performance. The challenges associated with accountability has led to discrepancies and inequities in outcomes and output, often overlapping with many of the demographic challenges recognized within the target populations.

- Clarifying strategic objectives for the CTE system would inform decisions on structure, funding, and curriculum flexibility. Improving data collection and availability, realigning systems, and revising funding formulas without first clarifying the purpose behind such actions would likely lessen the chance that skills-related outcomes improve. If Indiana is to increase its economic competitiveness and global relevance in the years ahead, we must make strategic, intentional investments in ensuring Hoosiers have the skills and abilities needed to succeed both now and in the future. CTE can play an important role in imparting such skills and abilities, and its role in doing so can be improved with strategic investments.

- The current CTE system creates a variety of barriers that make it difficult for innovative programs to be developed outside the traditional delivery methods. Community and industry representatives need to have a greater voice in the creation of CTE pathways. Indiana must to look for new, innovative solutions to increase the number of opportunities for students and to overcome content areas with a deficit of teachers.

Indiana’s Vision for the Talent Development System: Indiana’s strategic vision is to create a talent system that affords all Hoosiers equitable opportunities for lifelong learning and increased personal economic mobility and provides employers the talent to grow and diversify their workforce.1 We will endeavor to increase intergenerational social and economic mobility by:

- Ensuring quality career pathways that provide opportunities for career advancement, personal prosperity, and well-being for all Hoosiers;

---

1 The Stanford Center on Poverty and Inequality defines income mobility as, “A child’s chance of moving up in the income distribution relative to her parents” (Economic Mobility, 2015).
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- Partnering with Indiana employers and education and training providers to identify and close the skills gap while meeting emerging talent needs; and
- Strengthening Indiana’s economy by aligning programs and funding to meet current and future workforce needs.

To actualize Indiana’s Vision, we must redesign our current CTE offerings to create an educational system comprised of stackable postsecondary and industry-recognized credentials aligned toward sustainable careers.

Action steps toward this Vision Include:
- Simplifying oversight and alignment of CTE policies and administration to ensure better outcomes for students.
- Providing more flexibility for schools with accompanying accountability of student outcomes for CTE programs.
- Ensuring that each CTE program delivers the knowledge and skills needed by improving the quality, consistency, and intentionality of CTE programs of study.
- Promoting the value, benefits, and effectiveness of CTE to parents, students and employers.

Indiana’s Combined Plan: Development of the Combined Plan has played an integral role in leading the development and integration of the Perkins V Plan. Rather than creating this Plan in isolation, Indiana leveraged the opportunity of administrative reorganization efforts to incorporate this federal program as part of the larger approach to talent development. As the Combined Plan was developed from a human-centered perspective, Perkins was viewed from the lens of a particular target population. Focusing on how all of our educational, workforce development, and social service programs benefit those Hoosier with barriers to employment allows Indiana to systematically braid funds and blend services provided by a variety of federal, state, and philanthropic programs and activities.

The development of the Combined Plan began with a statewide listening tour. The tour included a stop in each of Indiana’s 12 economic regions. Attendees had the opportunity to learn more about the Plan, including which Core, Partner, and other related state and federal programs were to be included. At each meeting, attendees were asked to provide input on various aspects of the talent development system through a set of discussion questions. CTE was represented at nearly each of the listening tour stops through the attendance of district directors, school administrators, and instructors.

Various committees were convened to provide input and feedback on the development of the Combined Plan. Through these committees, discussions focused on how federal and state programs, including CTE through Perkins, could be utilized to better support Hoosiers. This process has helped to broaden the impact and scope of the CTE system, as well as facilitate in-depth conversations regarding collaboration between Perkins and WIOA. One example centered on increasing the number of opportunities for Integrated Education and Training programs through co-location of Adult Education at secondary and postsecondary schools, CTE centers, and institutions of higher education. Other possible collaborations that emerged through this process was embedding Vocational Rehabilitation and Pre-Employment Transition Services into CTE courses, as well as furthering connections between CTE and WIOA Youth programs (e.g., Jobs for America’s Graduates).

(2) Consistent with section 122(e)(1) of Perkins V, each eligible agency must develop the portion of the State plan relating to the amount and uses of any funds proposed to be reserved for adult career and technical education, postsecondary career and technical education, and secondary career and technical education after consultation with the State agencies identified in section 122(e)(1)(A)-(C) of the Act. If a State agency, other than the eligible agency, finds a portion of the final State plan objectionable, the eligible agency must provide a copy of such objections and a description of its response in the final plan submitted to the Secretary. (Section 122(e)(2) of Perkins V)
The **GWC Commission for Higher Education (CHE)**, as the eligible agency, has reviewed and approved the Perkins section of the Combined Plan regarding the distribution amounts and the use of funds in consultation with secondary postsecondary career and technical education and adult education through direct communication and through the various committees. As a part of the public comment process, the Perkins V State Plan will be shared with stakeholders and representatives that were consulted for additional input and feedback. If any organization has an objection to the distribution and use of funds detailed in the state plan, it may file an objection with the GWC. Any objections along with the GWC’s response will be included in the final plan submitted.

(3) Describe opportunities for the public to comment in person and in writing on the State plan.  
(Section 122(d)(14) of Perkins V)

Prior to drafting the final version of the Combined Plan, the GWC conducted a statewide listening tour to gather public input on all the Core WIOA Programs and the Partner Programs included in the Plan. The listening tour held a meeting in each of the 12 economic regions of the state. Comments and takeaways from the listening tour were considered and included in the Combined Plan and the Perkins V Program Requirements where appropriate and applicable.

A draft of the Combined Plan will be posted on GWC’s and DWD’s website for public review and comment. The GWC will have a dedicated email address to receive public comments. The draft will be posted for 30 days prior to final revisions and submission.

In addition to being posted on the GWC website as a part of the Combined Plan, the Perkins V Program Requirements will be shared with key stakeholder groups, including IACTED Directors, postsecondary representatives, Adult Education, and secondary teachers and administrators. These stakeholder groups will have the opportunity to provide comments either in-person or through email messages.

---

(b) **Program Administration and Implementation**

(1) **State’s Vision for Education and Workforce Development.** States that elect to include employment and training activities carried out under the Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) Act (42 U.S.C. 9901 et seq.) under a Combined State Plan would submit all other required elements of a complete CSBG State Plan directly to the Federal agency that administers the program. Similarly, States that elect to include employment and training activities carried by the Department of Housing and Urban Development would submit all other required elements of a complete State Plan for those programs directly to the Federal agency that administers the program.

(A) Provide a summary of State-supported workforce development activities (including education and training) in the State, including the degree to which the State's career and technical education programs and programs of study are aligned with and address the education and skill needs of the employers in the State identified by the State workforce development board. (Section 122(d)(1) of Perkins V)

**Governor’s Workforce Cabinet:** In March 2018, the Governor’s Workforce Cabinet (GWC) was established by Senate Bill 50 and received a federal waiver in June 2018 to fill the role of Indiana’s federally-mandated state workforce development board. Through this legislation and waiver, the GWC assumed authority for overseeing the entire talent development system for the state, from early education to adult education and training opportunities. Legislation passed in 2019 established the GWC as the eligible agency for the Carl D. Perkins Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act. On July 1, 2019, the Office of Career
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and Technical Education was reassigned from the Indiana Department of Education to the GWC. Moving to the GWC created the opportunity for better alignment of CTE with all other workforce development activities and to serve as an integral element to the talent development system.

Indiana recently passed legislation that moves authority for receiving, distributing, and accounting for all funds received for career and technical education from the GWC to the Commission for Higher Education (CHE). This transition is effective with the beginning of FY 2023. As the eligible agency, CHE has reviewed the Perkins section of Indiana’s combined plan and has approved the proposed budget for the Carl D. Perkins grant.

Next Level Jobs: This state program aims to equip working-age Hoosiers and Indiana employers with the training and skills opportunities needed to succeed in the 21st Century economy. Developed in partnership by the Governor, the Indiana Commission for Higher Education, and the Indiana Department of Workforce Development, with support from the Indiana General Assembly, Next Level Jobs features two targeted programs: Workforce Ready Grants and Employer Training Grants.

- **Workforce Ready Grants** help to remove the financial barriers that may prevent Hoosiers from getting the training they want or need for a career in one of Indiana’s five high-demand fields: Advanced Manufacturing, Building and Construction, Health and Life Sciences, IT and Business Services, and Transportation and Logistics. The grants cover remaining tuition and fees in both credit and non-credit bearing programs after other financial aid has been applied up to $5,500 for up to two years. The goal for Workforce Ready Grants is to increase career exploration and credential completion in Indiana’s high priority sectors.

- **Employer Training Grants** reimburse employer costs for training, upskilling, or reskilling employees for six months in a high-demand fields, like Advanced Manufacturing, Agriculture, Building and Construction, Health and Life Sciences, IT and Business Services, and Transportation and Logistics. Training costs up to $5,000 per employee may be reimbursed with up to a maximum of $50,000 for each employer. Employer Training Grants have been expanded to allow employers to be reimbursed up to $1,000 for training high school students as long as the student earns a credential.

Office of Work-Based Learning and Apprenticeships (OWBLA)/State Earn and Learns (SEALs): Located within the Department of Workforce Development and part of the Next Level Agenda, this division develops and implements a framework of various work-based learning pathways for both youth and adults. It partners with the US Department of Labor to expand registered apprenticeships, develop flexible, scalable programs focused on high-wage, high-demand occupations. Since its inception, OWBLA has developed several State Earn and Learns (SEALs) for both youth and adults. SEALs are training programs that combine an educational component with on-the-job training. SEALs offer participants postsecondary credits and the opportunity to earn industry-recognized certifications. Most SEALs are aligned to the state’s CTE pathways.

To better integrate work-based learning and CTE, the responsibility for developing and implementing a framework for work-based learning pathways for K-14 has been shifted to the Office of CTE under the GWC. This shift will help to ensure that wbl is an integral part of the newly developed Next Level Programs of Study.

Local Career Coaching Grants: These state grants provide an opportunity for K-12 and postsecondary representatives, employers, and community-based organizations to collaborate on comprehensive, career-focused solutions for their community. The goal is for partners to work together to create a sustainable system for the delivery of local, state, and national career information, as well as increase the educational attainment levels required for those careers. The career coaching system should provide students and adults with opportunities to participate in experiential learning and training to make well-informed decisions about their futures.

Skillful Governor’s Coaching Corps: This program is a partnership between Skillful and the state of Indiana. It is an 8-month program that gives career coaches the tools and training they need to better serve Hoosiers in our rapidly changing labor market. The participants represent a diverse mix of organizations: public workforce centers, adult educational institutions, K-12 schools, and non-profits from all 12 Indiana workforce regions. In
addition to developing their personal coaching skills, participants work in teams to develop new practices and technologies to improve career services. These practices are then recommended to state leadership for adoption. The work that this group completes serves as a foundation for professional development for school counselors and other school personnel to help provide career guidance and advisement to students and parents to help them make more informed decisions.

**Hoosier Initiative for Re-Entry:** The Hoosier Initiative for Re-Entry (HIRE) program helps people involved with the legal system reintegrate into society and creates career paths to give them the opportunities to improve their lives in a sustainable way through work. HIRE works with clients both pre- and post-release to secure employment. Offenders who display a positive track record during their incarceration, participated in programming opportunities during incarceration, and show drive and determination may qualify for the HIRE program. HIRE coordinators deliver all or applicable portions of the HIRE Academy for participants that targets soft skills, workplace aptitude, and motivation. The HIRE Academy is required for all adult offenders who enroll in a vocational training program within IDOC.

**Graduation Pathways:** Beginning with the class of 2023, students must satisfy three requirements to graduate from high school. They must complete the course requirements for one of the high school diplomas, demonstrate employability skills through project-, service-, or work-based learning experience, and complete at least one postsecondary-ready competency. Three of the nine postsecondary-ready competencies are directly related to CTE. Students have the option of earning a state- and industry-recognized credential or certification, completing one year of a federally-recognized apprenticeship, or earning CTE concentrator status in an approved pathway.

**State CTE Tuition Support:** Through Indiana Code 20-43-8, each Indiana secondary school corporation is entitled to receive a grant for CTE courses in addition to their basic tuition support. The grant amount is based upon the number of students enrolled in CTE courses. Selected CTE courses are either flat-funded or are funded based on their designation as high, moderate, or less than moderate value. The CTE tuition support incentivizes schools to offer career and technical education programs and courses, as well as offsets course-related costs (e.g., facilities, equipment, supplies, and materials).

**(B) Describe the State's strategic vision and set of goals for preparing an educated and skilled workforce (including special populations) and for meeting the skilled workforce needs of employers, including in existing and emerging in-demand industry sectors and occupations as identified by the State, and how the State’s career and technical education programs will help to meet these goals. (Section 122(d)(2) of Perkins V)**

Indiana’s strategic vision is to create a talent system that provides all Hoosiers equitable opportunities for lifelong learning and increased personal economic mobility, as well as provides employers the talent to grow and diversify their workforce. We will endeavor to increase intergenerational social and income mobility by:

- Ensuring quality career pathways for all Hoosiers that provide opportunities for career advancement, personal prosperity, and well-being;
- Partnering with Indiana employers and education and training providers to identify and close skill gaps while meeting emerging talent needs; and
- Strengthening Indiana’s economy by aligning programs and funding to meet current and future workforce needs.

In order to realize our vision, we must develop and inspire a culture of lifelong learning that provides each Hoosier the opportunity to obtain quality employment and career sustainability. Recognizing the various interests of Hoosiers and economic needs of our state, Indiana strives to create an adaptable talent system that can adjust depending on an individual’s needs and the ebbs and flows of the economy.

Indiana has two overarching targets for its talent system:
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- By 2025, at least 60% of Hoosiers will attain a quality credential beyond a high school diploma; and
  - As the state begins to think beyond 2025, Indiana knows that we must begin focusing on high school students to be able to sustain and grow the 60% credential attainment goal.
- Engagement between employers and the talent development system increases to identify and address the skills gaps with greater responsivity and efficiency.

Indiana’s Combined Plan has five goals for our talent development and social services system which will actualize our Vision:

Goal 1. Focus on meeting the individual needs of constituents.
- CTE is an integral component of the talent development system that can help individuals meet their current needs while providing opportunities to earn stackable credentials. Broadening the scope of CTE by integrating it with other programs through co-location and co-enrollment will help Hoosiers find and navigate the talent development pathway that meets their needs.
- As part of our efforts to scale career coaching and navigation, we will include mentorship and advising around the benefits and multiple options of higher education and lifelong learning. This will encompass ways to address short-term associated costs and the long-term economic benefits.
- Increase the number of participants, including those with barriers, who have defined career pathways and have gained transferrable skills, received industry-recognized credentials, and/or earned college credits.

Goal 2. Simplify state systems to facilitate greater access to information, resources, and services for constituents, state personnel, and case managers.
- State agencies will coordinate outreach personnel throughout the state to co-locate services. This will require personnel to be mobile throughout their region to spend time in hubs of activity throughout – such as WorkOnes, schools, libraries, community centers, and city halls.
- We will leverage Governor Holcomb’s work in the American Workforce Policy Advisory Board, initiated by the White House, to create an effective data charter between the state agencies represented on the Governor’s Workforce Cabinet.

Goal 3. Align programs towards creating a healthy, engaged, and prepared workforce.
- The best way to prevent future reliance on these programs is through our education system. Career and technical education has historically been neglected in Indiana. Through a redesign of our career and technical courses, we are embedding more academic rigor and industry relevance. During middle and high school, students will have the opportunity to earn the content necessary to be enrolled and successful in a postsecondary education or training program or employed in high-wage, high skill, and in-demand occupations.
- Our CTE redesign strategy, as well as Indiana’s other in-school programs for at-risk youth (e.g., JAG), are directed towards preventing Hoosiers from needing adult basic education or other triage services in the future.
- If an individual does fall through the cracks, our out-of-school youth and adult focused programs must be career bridges, merging adult basic education practices with technical training.

Goal 4. Maximize state and federal resources through impact-driven programs for Hoosiers.
- In Indiana, a great deal of overlap exists between the populations served through our various state and federal programs. Co-enrollment of constituents into multiple programs, when applicable, will allow us to better braid funding to meet both Goals 1 and 2. For example, we can co-enroll certain constituents into both out-of-school youth and Adult Education programs; co-enroll constituents into Wagner-Peyser for career coaching through a WorkOne and SNAP Employment & Training to gain the skills; or co-enroll a high school student in JAG for preventive services, a CTE program for technical skills, and 21st Century Scholars for future access. Co-enrollment will not just simplify navigation of our complex system, it will also allow the
government to truly meet people where they are and provide the additional resources and support necessary to improve their lives.

- As a state, we need to evaluate our programs not based on access or completion alone, but on the impact our programs have on people’s lives. The question we must constantly strive to answer is: did this program allow an individual to become social and economically mobile. Skill attainment, completion rates, and conferred credentials should be assessed, but that will no longer be the only measures of successful workforce development programs. We will leverage our data charter through the Management Performance Hub to determine if, after completing a program, a constituent is earning a higher wage and is in a sustainable career pathway. In addition to focusing on the immediate impact, we will also evaluate programs based on these metrics one-year post-completion of a program.

**Goal 5. Foster impactful relationships between businesses, community partners, and government agencies.**

- In order for both businesses and constituents to be successful in this talent development system, we need to increase work-based learning opportunities for both youth and adults. This must include on-the-job training, federal and state apprenticeships, internships, job shadow experiences, and incumbent worker training.
- Once businesses and industries are engaged, either through K-12 partnerships, sector strategies, or recruitment services, the talent system must build and sustain these partnerships.
- Employers must be seen as holistic partners that can serve as an additional supplement to braided state and federal programs. Through our partnership, we can convey the mutual benefit investing in individuals will have for employers in terms of talent development, recruitment, and retention. This will include showcasing businesses that invest in programs for Hoosiers and finding ways for those to work more closely with the state and non-profit programs.

**(C) Describe the State's strategy for any joint planning, alignment, coordination, and leveraging of funds between the State's career and technical education programs and programs of study with the State's workforce development system, to achieve the strategic vision and goals described in section 122(d)(2) of Perkins V, including the core programs defined in section 3 of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (29 U.S.C. 3102) and the elements related to system alignment under section 102(b)(2)(B) of such Act (29 U.S.C. 3112(b)(2)(B)); and for programs carried out under this title with other Federal programs, which may include programs funded 1965. (Section 122(d)(3) of Perkins V)**

One critical strategy we will implement by 2022 is creating career pathway alignment across the entire talent development system. Indiana’s secondary CTE programs have historically been developed and operated separately from postsecondary and vice versa. Both secondary and postsecondary CTE have often been separated from the workforce development system. One of the best places we can begin in the joint planning process is to create common Indiana career pathways with multiple entry and exit points that will be used for the entire talent development system. Through our Combined Plan we can merge two disparate concepts established in different federal laws – career pathways under WIOA and programs of study under Perkins. We will merge these two concepts under a process of creating singularly defined pathways that provide opportunities for both youth and adults, beginning with secondary schools and aligned skills and running through postsecondary education and credential or degree completion.
Combining career pathways and programs of study into one concept allows Indiana to serve both adults and high school students through coordinated, aligned, and structured pathways leading towards recognized postsecondary credentials. Additionally, career pathways and programs of study in the same employment sector could share employer partnerships and industry-recognized credentials identified as most relevant for their local economies. They would leverage each other’s industry connections and other strengths, reducing duplication, maximizing funding, and building wide-reaching partnerships. Aligning our Programs of Study to postsecondary education will also further the matriculation between our Adult Education programs and higher education. For example, Adult Education providers could take our established model for our Programs of Study and supplement it with academic remediation, financial literacy, and digital literacy, creating a new type of IET model.

These aligned pathways will provide an additional benefit to youth by providing an opportunity to accelerate their time through a pathway by beginning a pathway in high school through dual enrollment/dual credit programs. This acceleration will lead to a greater number of high school graduates having a postsecondary credential that may be used as a stepping stone for advancement through a pathway or transfer to another pathway. Most importantly, credential completion for youth while in high school will help to prevent these individuals from potentially relying on government benefits (e.g., SNAP and TANF) as adults.

Furthermore, Indiana has a talent development system comprised of wide-ranging and broad workforce development and education programs spanning federal programs, state initiatives, and private investments. This has been beneficial for Hoosiers, as there are multiple resources and supports available to help individuals access opportunities for lifelong learning and increased personal economic mobility. The proliferation of programs, however, has also created an often convoluted and complex system to navigate. In some instances, we have state, federal, and private programs trying to reach the same populations facing inequities, which has created a system of inefficiencies in delivering resources to Hoosiers. Our current program-by-program approach to serving constituents and businesses has resulted in a profusion of program-specific solutions that may not deliver the full range of services a Hoosier needs to improve his or her economic mobility. If the talent development system is to better meet our constituents, address the barriers preventing them from accessing education and employment opportunities, and ensure our program are having the intended impact on lives, we must integrate, align, and simplify access to our array of resources and services.

Indiana is taking a unique approach to the Combined Plan. Rather than taking a program-specific approach, we are examining the alignment of programs through the system’s lens to the overarching needs of target populations. We hope this approach focuses our state agencies not just on programmatic requirements and funding streams but more on how the entire system can provide various supports an individual might need to be successful. CTE is at the core

---
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of talent development and, as such, plays a crucial role with nearly all of our targeted populations. In the section below, we will summarize how CTE may be able to meet the needs of several key target populations:

- **Low-Income Adults:** Postsecondary CTE includes the following industry clusters: Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources, Science, Engineering & Technologies, Manufacturing & Processing, Business, Management, and Administration, Architecture & Construction, Health Services, Information Technology, and Transportation and Logistics. These programs also work closely with businesses to offer work-based learning experiences. Currently, the majority of postsecondary Perkins funds goes towards facilities and equipment costs. As Indiana encourages more co-location of state government agencies and programs, we hope to see the same practices applied to our education spaces. This will allow us to maximize our investments in equipment, facilities, supplies, and instructors between our secondary and postsecondary institutions. It will also build greater articulation in the CTE space among secondary, adult education, and postsecondary programs. Local regions can determine how to increase co-location partnerships through varied schedules, hours, and instructors.

As postsecondary and secondary CTE programs co-locate and pool funding for equipment, facilities, and supplies, this will allow us to direct Perkins funds towards career counseling for low-income individuals who attend a postsecondary CTE program. Through postsecondary Perkins funds, we can expand our work-based learning activities for low-income adults to include career exploration and engagement experiences at businesses and postsecondary institutions. Connecting WIOA Core Programs to Perkins allows us to make career coaching more experiential for low-income Hoosiers.

Indiana also intends to intertwine our Perkins funds with WIOA Core Programs to help create robust career pathways/programs of study that will span all CTE and technical education programs. Connecting the career pathways under WIOA and the programs of study under Perkins into one concept allows Indiana to serve both adults and high school students through coordinated, aligned pathways leading towards recognized postsecondary credentials. Additionally, similar career pathways and programs of study in the same sector could share employer partnerships and industry-recognized credentials identified as most relevant for their local economies. They would leverage each other’s industry connections and other strengths, reducing duplication, maximizing funding, and building wide-reaching partnerships.

- **Unemployed Adults:** State Earn and Learns or other options for work-based learning could complement be integrated with the CTE Programs of Study offered at Ivy Tech Community College and Vincennes University. Through the Combined Plan, Indiana will merge the career pathways under WIOA and the programs of study under Perkins into one concept. Through postsecondary Perkins funds, we can also expand our work-based learning activities for adult students to include career exploration and engagement experiences. Our Perkins funds could offer a variety of career exploration and awareness opportunities connected to postsecondary education and employment. Through talent tours, job shadowing, worksite tours, class audits, campus visits and tours, industry speakers, and informational interviews, Perkins can help make connections for adult students to postsecondary education and jobs as they transition to more challenging work.

- **Individuals needing to be upskilled or reskilled:** Our postsecondary Perkins funds can help those in need or upskilling/reskilling gain access to career exploration and engagement through our community college campuses. This will provide opportunities to learn about fields, programs, and opportunities that may be less traditional for some subgroups (e.g., registered apprenticeships for single mothers). Perkins funds can help fund equipment, facilities, and instructional needs for career pathways at both secondary and postsecondary schools. By merging our career pathways under WIOA with the Perkins programs of study, Indiana will be able to better serve Hoosiers of all levels through coordinated pathways that lead to recognized postsecondary credential attainment and career advancement.
• **Ex-Offenders:** Currently, Indiana grants $150,000 of Perkins funding to the IDOC to utilize for equipment and machinery for Career-Technical Education programs. This funding specifically supports training and upskilling offenders while they are incarcerated. Continuing to dedicate Perkins funds to providing quality environments for CTE operations for incarcerated individuals will allow us to maximize other funding streams to focus on wraparound supports and job placement during their re-entry. Through an Integrated Education and Training model, which can be partially funded through WIOA Adult Education, we can help meet the academic and technical needs of this target population. The IDOC specifically focuses Perkins towards specific occupations that are most attainable for ex-offenders, coordinated with Indiana’s Promoted Certifications list.

During the 2018-2019 school year, the Indiana Department of Correction had 2,538 individuals participate in 11 separate CTE programs with 46 separate classes in 13 facilities. In SY 18-19 1,728 individuals completed certification programs as noted below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Site(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto Technology</td>
<td>48 students</td>
<td>2 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Body</td>
<td>30 students</td>
<td>1 Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Carpentry</td>
<td>145 students</td>
<td>5 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Technology &amp; IC3</td>
<td>515 students</td>
<td>11 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culinary Arts &amp; ACF</td>
<td>227 students</td>
<td>9 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetology</td>
<td>25 students</td>
<td>2 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>219 students</td>
<td>4 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscaping</td>
<td>48 students</td>
<td>1 Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSME &amp; NCRC</td>
<td>444 students</td>
<td>10 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding</td>
<td>8 students</td>
<td>1 Site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Going forward the OCTE will work with the IDOC to review additional high need areas, like Industrial Maintenance and Industry 4.0, to determine if there is the possibility of adding new programs of study.

As Adult Education focuses on the academic needs of ex-offenders, Perkins funding can supplement Integrated Education and Training (IET) programs to provide them with technical skills. Program reviews reveal that Indiana has maximized the capacity of current instructors and potential measurable skill gains for students. To increase access to and successful completion of Indiana’s high school equivalency will require an increase in trained staff. Co-mingling WIOA Title II and Perkins funds would allow for CTE instructors to receive professional development for academic integration, increasing the capacity of current programs and potentially growing IET opportunities.

One example of this type of blended programming is in Region 9. The Adult Education provider, River Valley Resources (RVR), has partnered with the IDOC and Ivy Tech to offer MSSC-CPT certification as an IET program at the Madison Women’s Corrections Facility. This class is co-taught between Ivy Tech and RVR teachers. These classes use braided funding of Adult Education IET dollars and non-credit bearing Workforce Ready Grant dollars, depending on the program year and student eligibility. Additionally, RVR enrolls and funds Madison Correctional Facility students in traditional AE programming at the prison to remediate basic skills and teach workforce readiness and employability to women for AWS Welding and NIMS CNC training at Ivy Tech. While IDOC funds the training portion of these programs, we hope to expand our use of **Second Chance Pell Grants** to increase training opportunities for current and former offenders. Several Indiana institutions for higher education are in the process of leveraging the flexibility to use Second Chance Pell to fund both technical training certifications and two and four-year degree programs through the US Department of Education. Perkins could be used to help fill in funding gaps for technical training or equipment. This maximizes the time Hoosiers have during their sentences to focus on rehabilitation and upskilling, thus allowing them to have a smoother re-entry into the workforce.

• **Individuals with Disabilities:** Using Perkins Leadership funds, Indiana will create a Special Populations Recruitment Initiative, which will promote recruitment and retention efforts of this target population in both secondary and postsecondary CTE programs. This grant opportunity will support professional development to increase the effectiveness of teachers, faculty, specialized support personnel, and paraprofessionals in relation to the recruitment and instruction of special populations. Indiana intends to explore further opportunities to use Perkins to support educational institutions that serve individuals with disabilities, as we
understand that this target population has the same capabilities to achieve in the CTE realm if provided the proper supports.

- **Historically underrepresented minorities**: We want to ensure there is equitable access and representation of minority students in all career clusters. Fewer racially and ethnically diverse students are represented in STEM pathways, specifically healthcare and IT. Ensuring secondary and postsecondary students access those CTE programs in high-wage occupations, such as those in our advanced industries, is critical to addressing the wage gap. We need to actively recruit and retain students into programs that can give them the technical skills needed for success in well-paid occupations. Often grade requirements may preclude certain subgroups from qualifying for entrance into these programs, which reinforces the need to establish and maintain high expectations for academic achievement in grades 3 through 8. Through Comprehensive Local Needs Assessments, we want our CTE districts and Workforce Boards to examine policies that may be inhibiting equity and identify ways to increase minority students' access to programs leading to middle- and high-wage jobs.

Our CTE districts can use Perkins and their state CTE tuition support to partner with either schools or community colleges to build co-requisite models for academics and technical classes. Often used in higher education, the co-requisite model melts remediation with introductory courses and provides students with the opportunity to earn credit towards their degree concurrently with remedial support, rather than completing a remedial course prior to enrolling in the credit-bearing course. Leveraging Perkins as a funding source, Workforce Development Boards can help CTE districts build similar models in the secondary CTE space, integrating academic remediation concurrent with the technical course.

Access alone, though, is not sufficient to close the achievement and wage gaps for this target population. We need students to earn credentials, complete programs of study, and enroll in postsecondary education programs. A portion of our Perkins Leadership dollars will go towards supporting recruiting special populations into a wide-range of CTE courses. Additionally, we will also focus our funding towards similar professional development for CTE instructors and administrators as above – with diversity and inclusion practices and culturally responsive instruction – to support our special populations in CTE at both the secondary and postsecondary levels. Part of Perkins includes Civil Rights monitoring. The Office of CTE will provide technical assistance to help our CTE districts proactively comply with all Civil Rights regulations, rather than waiting for a monitoring visit.

In the postsecondary space with adult learners, similar strategies – professional development and examining equity in access – can also be replicated through Indiana’s Perkins Leadership dollars. Perkins can also be used to further other equitable strategies for historically underrepresented minorities. Through our Perkins Reserve funds, we plan to administer grants to community colleges that create and implement local strategies to close performance gaps. Because Ivy Tech Community College has pioneered the use of the co-requisite model in math, our community college system could build a similar model with CTE courses. Contingent upon programmatic academic needs, postsecondary Perkins could integrate academics further into technical courses by concurrently offering any remedial support with technical classes. This could help remove a barrier some of our historically underrepresented minorities who seek postsecondary education face.

As well, we will require our postsecondary Perkins recipients to focus on more academic integration, including science, into our CTE programs of study, which meets the goal of Perkins V and provides students with higher levels of academic proficiency, which is becoming increasingly critical in today’s evolving economy. Perkins can also fund a continuum of work-based learning opportunities for minority students in the secondary and postsecondary space, from job shadowing to internships. We will also focus Perkins funding towards greater career awareness and guidance. This type of guidance should be targeted towards
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3 Ivy Tech Community College modeled this program after the Accelerated Learning Program, which originated at the Community College of Baltimore County, and has shown consistent student success with nearly double the pass rates.
pursuing lifelong learning for our historically underrepresented minorities, encouraging them to leverage stackable credentials towards higher degrees. Though higher education is not an equalizer when it comes to wages for minorities, it does boost economic opportunities and mobility prospects. This type of counseling could include financial aid opportunities to help offset costs, including both federal and state programs.

• **Urban Populations:** Through the CTE Redesign efforts under Perkins, we hope to improve the postsecondary attainment of urban students while they are in high school, providing them with greater opportunities for future economic mobility and personal fulfillment. Our K–12 and postsecondary institutions are designing structured academic and career pathways for students that explicitly lead and/or transfer to careers providing family-supporting wages. To do this we must ensure that schools in the most economically disadvantaged communities across the state have access to the same quality equipment and course offerings as those of their peers. By ensuring equity in the academic space for all, we seek to give all Hoosier students, regardless of neighborhood, a chance to achieve in the CTE setting, leading to careers in some of the most in-demand careers in the state. Perkins can supplement state tuition support for CTE to help provide state-of-the-art equipment and facilities, as well as instructional strategies that support various learning styles and needs. The redesigned programs of study (or career pathways under WIOA) will facilitate the extension of postsecondary pathways into high schools through intensive collaboration between community colleges with K–12 systems.

Perkins can support advising (including both academic and career planning) in high schools and colleges should provide prospective and current students with information regarding various opportunities for employment in specific fields, projected earnings (at entry level and beyond), and the levels of educational attainment associated with high employment and high wages. Perkins can help support this activity and professional growth in both secondary and postsecondary, using local Wagner-Peyser staff to help fill any gaps. Perkins can also supplement the expansion of the work-based learning continuum, career guidance, and employability development at the secondary and postsecondary level. For adults or at-risk youth, these programs can also braid in funds through WIOA Title I to assist with wages or other funding supports. Indiana’s **Local Career Coaching Grants** may be utilized in tandem with Perkins and other funding sources (such as Title IV under the Every Student Succeeds Act) as a means to expand this type of advising to more students.

• **Rural Populations:** One development we hope to implement widely in our rural schools and CTE districts is an Entrepreneurship Capstone course. This will encourage and support the next generation of entrepreneurs to build individual capacity and support new business creation. Our rural CTE districts and community colleges implementing career-technical education programs must link education with future careers, especially in growing industries, such as healthcare and IT, and advanced industries (agricultural biosciences, aircraft and aerospace, automotive/mobility, and logistics).

In rural regions, specifically, our K–12 schools and community colleges campuses must focus dual enrollment and credit opportunities and other efforts on the student populations that are less likely to be college-bound, which greatly overlap with our At-Risk and other target populations. This will create a more equitable system that does not let a person’s life circumstances or obstacles dictate his/her opportunity to succeed, as well as taps into these students’ potential to earn a postsecondary credential as a key economic development strategy for our rural counties. Increasing postsecondary access for all rural students will help both attract and retain talent in these areas. This may require a mindset shift among rural Hoosiers around the growing necessity of higher learning to find personal and economic success. Through Indiana’s **communications strategy**, we hope to target high school students, in particular, with information regarding the long-term benefits of all types of higher education. As our CTE programs of study are redesigned to embed consistently aligned dual credit or enrollment courses in secondary CTE ones, we hope this begins to increase the postsecondary attainment in rural areas. This will require intentionality and counseling from our community stakeholders, though, to ensure the success and sustainability of these efforts.
Some Indiana districts have strong partnerships with either Ivy Tech Community College or Vincennes University to provide career or colleges success coaches on-site in high schools. Vincennes University receives $3 million in state funding for expansion of its early college model. This model innovatively puts students, particularly those facing barriers, on the track to enroll in some form of postsecondary education. As we endeavor to increase co-location, we hope to see these types of partnerships between our K-12 districts and postsecondary institutions also increase. Perkins funds could assist with establishing secondary-postsecondary partnerships, as our educational institutions seek to pool their Perkins resources together. Through co-location, secondary and postsecondary programs can combined funds to update facilities and equipment regularly. Perkins can help expand access to postsecondary success coaches. Parke Heritage High School, a rural school in Rockville, Indiana, is an example of this type of partnership with an Ivy Tech representative embedded in its guidance department. This has assisted students, teachers, and guidance counselors in completing aligned sequences of dual credit courses and raising postsecondary attainment and completion while a student earns a high school diploma. While this is one type of co-location option, similar to the various types of co-location described above, Workforce Development Boards can assist schools and postsecondary partners in determining which approach may work best for the local context, using Perkins as a resource to help execute this strategy.

- **At-Risk Youth:** At-risk youth can gain both academic and technical skills through Perkins-funded programs. The reauthorized Perkins builds off the previous versions of this federal law to eliminate the two-track approach and raise expectations for students who take Career-Technical Education (CTE) courses. Indiana must ensure that CTE students are taught to the same academic standards and expectations as other students by integrating rigorous and challenging academic content into our CTE programs. To adequately prepare our K-12 students for middle-skill jobs, must erase the notion that CTE can hold students to lower academic expectations than non-CTE students or a “non college-bound” track. Economic mobility in Indiana requires pursuit of any type of postsecondary education during the course of one’s life. We must prepare our CTE students to meet those same expectations as our “college-bound” students.

To achieve this goal of raising CTE quality, consistency, and intentionality across the state, the Office of CTE is embarking upon a CTE redesign, with new Programs of Study set to implement in the 2021-2022 academic year. Through the CTE redesign, Indiana will expand the opportunities for dual credit and early college for all students. This will be instrumental for low-income students because of the subsidized cost for these programs. Each redesigned Program of Study will provide students the opportunity to complete at least 30 postsecondary credits (or one year) of postsecondary education. When available, all CTE Programs of Study will be intentionally aligned to a postsecondary credential, specifically certificates and technical certificates offered through Ivy Tech Community College and Vincennes University.

Increasing this type of postsecondary access and intentional credit accumulation will benefit low-income youth in these programs. Through similar models that offer students who are traditionally underrepresented in postsecondary education the opportunity to pursue a high school diploma while simultaneously earning college credits, like the Early College High School Initiative, the CTE redesign emphasizes rigor, relevance, and relationships in courses. Rigorous instruction builds students’ content knowledge and learning habits; relevance engages students in understanding why they are learning a topic and in making real-world connections; and relationships supports student engagement and achievement. Incorporating these features into our CTE programs can improve high school students’ access to and success in college, as a similar principles did in the Early College model.⁴

In high school, these redesigned Programs of Study will be structured into four courses. Each program of study will begin with a principles course, which will provide key foundational knowledge for the pathway. The principles course will be followed by two advanced, non-duplicative, occupational-specific courses. The fourth course will be a pathway capstone course. Directly aligning the program of study courses to
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postsecondary courses will give students who continue through concentrator status and beyond the opportunity to complete the technical courses required for a technical certificate or certificate of graduation through dual credit or dual enrollment. The goal of the CTE redesign is to ensure that all CTE programs are providing the necessary knowledge and skills for postsecondary success to all students. By standardizing program quality across the state, we can ensure at-risk youth have consistency and quality in their CTE access, regardless of where they live.

Indiana has used Perkins funds to create an Assessment Grant to provide funding to eligible secondary recipients to support state-approved, industry-recognized licensing and certification examinations or assessments leading to a recognized postsecondary credential. This grant opportunity helps recipients bridge the cost-gap for all CTE students, including low-income students. CTE centers are incentivized through the assessment grant to have low-income students, as well as other special populations, earn certifications. Special population students were weighted to count for 1.25 in the calculation to determine the amount of funds for each recipient.

Beginning with the 23-24 program year, the state of Indiana has increased the line item to support student costs for industry certifications to $2,000,000 per year. Considering this increase, there will no longer be a need to support certifications through Perkins Leadership funds.

Indiana leads the nation in the number of students served through the Jobs For America’s Graduates (JAG) program. The goal is to increase the number of JAG students who participate in CTE. JAG students represent many of the special population groups within Perkins. By encouraging greater participation of JAG students in CTE programs, we can build upon the strengths of the supportive services of the JAG program and simultaneously provide those students with an opportunity to begin and proceed in a career pathway. The Office of CTE staff has been invited to present at the JAG instructors summer workshops and will further explore opportunities for collaboration in the near future.

- **Adults without a HS diploma and/or basic skills deficient:** Indiana plans to be more intentional about integrating CTE and Adult Education. The goal is to increase the number of Integrated Education and Training opportunities by co-locating programs. Co-location may occur at a CTE center, a secondary or postsecondary institution, or an employer. This will allow us to maximize our investments in updates to equipment, facilities, supplies, and instructors. It also builds greater articulation between adult and postsecondary education, as well as secondary and postsecondary education. This is currently occurring at in some areas throughout the state. The Hoosier Hills Career Center in Monroe County, for example, co-locates programs through Adult Education and staff from the WorkOne at the career center. Hoosier Hills has braided in philanthropic dollars from Strada Education Network to expand JAG to the career center, which provides mentoring and dropout prevention services to students at the career center. Local regions can determine how to increase co-location partnerships through varied schedules, hours, and instructors.

Through these partnerships, we can interweave our Perkins funds with our WIOA Title II to help create robust career pathways. Instructionally, AE and Perkins can blend together to craft IETs that serve populations. Adult Education providers can work with schools or community colleges to access Perkins programming to help offset technical training costs, including equipment, supplies, or instructors. Some states that are currently executing this type of braided funding target their funds thusly:

- Perkins funds can cover accredited training facilities, state-of-the art equipment, and articulated training curriculum.
- WIOA Title II funds can go towards overload pay for high school instructors, training in CTE core content, field experts, and consumables.
Because WIOA Title II can also fund technical training, local regions must examine how the two funding sources can be coordinated to promote career pathways for all Hoosiers. Braiding our WIOA Title II and Perkins funds can create alignment between our programs of study under Perkins and our career pathways under WIOA. For example, utilizing WIOA Title II funds to have local (high school) teachers provide AE programming vs. contracting with external vocational entities offers several benefits, including cost savings, an already-established knowledge of and relationship with the local community, and that teachers are already trained in various instructional strategies. This can help foster deeper connections between school district leadership, parents, and community members. Replicating programs in both the secondary and adult education space will allow for comparable skills and concepts to be taught to all Hoosiers.

Through postsecondary Perkins funds, we can expand our work-based learning activities for adult students to include career exploration and engagement experiences. As adult students progress into high school level curricula in their AE program, our Perkins funds could offer a variety of career exploration and awareness opportunities connected to postsecondary education and employment. Through talent tours, job shadowing, worksite tours, class audits, campus visits and tours, industry speakers, and informational interviews, Perkins can help make connections for adult students to postsecondary education and jobs as they transition to more challenging work. Because our Perkins dollars flow through our community colleges, AE providers would need to work with these institutions to build these experiences into programs. Connecting WIOA Title II to Perkins allows us to make career coaching more experiential for our adult students. As well, through our community colleges, our adult students can learn how they can continue their educational pursuits through financial aid opportunities, like the Pell Grant or credit-bearing Workforce Ready Grants.

(D) Describe how the eligible agency will use State leadership funds made available under section 112(a)(2) of Perkins V for each of the purposes under section 124(a) of the Act. See Text Box 2 for the required uses of State leadership funds under section 124(a) of Perkins V. (Section 122(d)(7) of Perkins V)

The development of the Combined Plan has illuminated new opportunities for implementing and improving CTE into an already diverse talent development system. CTE is currently delivered through Perkins in a variety of settings, including postsecondary institutions, secondary career centers, shared programs at local high schools as part CTE cooperatives or consortia, and Department of Correction facilities. The Plan has illustrated a need to expand Perkins support and coordination of CTE programs to adult education programs, juvenile justice facilities, at-risk youth programs (e.g., JAG), and Vocational Rehabilitation and Pre-Employment Transition Services.

Expansion of CTE will require additional state CTE staff and leadership funds to ensure high-quality CTE programs. Traditionally, Indiana has operated on a minimal leadership budget that focused on providing basic levels of service. Set aside funds for leadership purposes have been limited to a little over 5% of the total Perkins allocation. In order to meet these new demands, we plan to increase the set aside funds for leadership to approximately 9.0%. This increase will provide us with the necessary funding to accomplish our goals and still distribute nearly 90% of the total Perkins allocation to eligible recipients.

Indiana will use allocated state leadership funds to conduct the following required state leadership activities in order to meet the Plan’s Goals for the talent development system and to support continual improvement of Indiana’s CTE system.

- **Non-Traditional Training & Employment**: A competitive grant opportunity that provides grantees an opportunity to improve non-traditional participation in CTE programs related to current and emerging high-skill, high-wage, and in-demand occupations or fields of work. Grantees will increase non-traditional participation in CTE programs through (a) mentorship opportunities, (b) parent/peer/community involvement programs, (c) early exposure initiatives, and (d) recruitment activities. These four options represent the most effective avenues for increasing non-traditional student involvement in CTE.\(^5\) This grant
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will be open to current secondary and postsecondary eligible recipients; local school districts; business and industry partners and Workforce Development Boards; minority-serving institutions; representatives of special populations; and local agencies serving out-of-school youth, homeless youth, and at-risk youth. This grant supports the continuum of education and workforce development.

The Office of CTE plans to designate one of their Career Specialists as an expert that is responsible for providing technical assistance to schools and career centers for the support of special populations, specifically non-traditional students. A portion of the funds set aside for non-traditional preparation may be used for professional development for the Career Specialist, as well as cover expenses associated with providing technical assistance to schools.

**Individuals in State Institutions:** The Department of Corrections and Juvenile Justice Facilities will receive non-competitive grant funds to support CTE and workforce training through the DOC and the Juvenile Justice System. The allocation to DOC will continue to be $150,000; the allocation to juvenile justice is a new grant of $100,000. These grants provide support to individuals in state correctional institutions and juvenile justice facilities. Funds may be used to support a variety of activities, such as: direct student instruction, the purchase of CTE program-specific materials and equipment, the integration of academic skills into CTE programming, career exploration, employability skills, and fostering relationships between these individuals and the occupational options available post-release.

**Educational Institutions that Serve Individuals with Disabilities:** Indiana intends to explore opportunities to provide non-competitive grants to the School for the Deaf and the School for the Blind. The Office of CTE will work with these two institutions to build a bridge to CTE programs at nearby CTE Centers, employers, and schools for their students. We will also explore the possibility of offering competitive grants to other educational institutions including institutions that serve adults with disabilities.

The Office of CTE will reevaluate this strategy to determine if this is the best use of funds. The Special Populations Recruitment Initiative described below is the higher priority at this point in time.

**Special Populations Recruitment Initiative:** This grant opportunity will support the elimination of inequities in student access to high-quality CTE programs of study. This grant opportunity will support professional development to increase the effectiveness of teachers, faculty, specialized support personnel, and paraprofessionals in relation to the recruitment of special populations into CTE programs. This funding will also go towards similar professional development for CTE instructors and administrators as above – with differentiated instructional practices – to support our special populations in CTE at both the secondary and postsecondary levels. Indiana intends to explore opportunities to use Perkins to support educational institutions in serving individuals with disabilities. The first step will be to allocate non-competitive grants to the School for the Deaf and the School for the Blind to build a bridge to CTE programs at nearby CTE Centers, employers, and schools for their students.

Misconceptions regarding physical or developmental abilities of these students may preclude them from participating in certain career clusters. IDEA funding should ensure that all necessary accommodations for a students’ success are in place to facilitate enrollment in and completion of CTE courses. This can pair with Perkins funds to ensure those supports are in place for students with disabilities. CTE districts and schools must partner together to ensure these funding streams work in conjunction with one another to support these students. Access alone, though, is not sufficient to close the achievement and wage gaps for this target population. We need students to earn credentials, complete programs of study, and enroll in postsecondary education programs.

The Office of CTE plans to increase its staff by adding Career Specialists. One of the Career Specialists will be trained to provide targeted technical assistance and support to recipients in order to support special
populations, including individuals with disabilities. The specialist will develop resources and provide professional development to help eligible recipients and school districts better support special population students. All CTE specialists will also be able to provide support to secondary schools, career centers, and postsecondary institutions to identify performance gaps and develop strategies to eliminate or reduce those gaps.

These funds will also be used to cover travel expenses for at least one CTE staff member to attend the 2020 NTACT Capacity Building Institute in order to provide input on the state’s transition plan for students with disabilities. The CTE staff member will join representatives from Vocational Rehabilitation and the Office of Special Education through the IDOE. This will continue the work that began in December 2019 at the NTACT pre-conference.

This past year, the OCTE required participation in an Equity Lab as a part of the revised CLNA process. All of the efforts described above will require schools and CTE districts to have a standing equity and access team and to take steps to improve gaps identified through opportunity gap analysis as completed in the Equity Lab.

• **Recruit, Prepare, and Retain CTE Teachers and Faculty:** Indiana supports new CTE teachers in multiple ways. The Workplace Specialist Program administered by Ball State University is a supplemental licensure program for individuals that have workplace experience but have not completed a traditional teacher preparation program. Workplace Specialists have the opportunity to gain the pedagogical knowledge and skills necessary to earn their Workplace Specialist II teaching license. The program requires a combination of face to face sessions with online course work.
  o The Office of CTE also administers the New and Newer Teacher Workshop held in conjunction with the Indiana Association for CTE (IACTE) Fall Conference. The workshop is a one day pre-conference activities, which provide new and newer teachers a series of sessions focusing on classroom management, developing lesson plans, and integrating work-based learning into their classrooms. The Office of CTE supports the IACTE Fall Conference through financial support and by facilitating professional development sessions.
  o The Office of CTE has supported the Coaching for Beginning Agriculture Teachers, which is a mentoring program for first year agriculture educators. With the support of IACTE, Indiana intends to expand this program to all CTE areas. We are also watching very closely the plans of the national ACTE group and the potential replication of the Teach Ag program for all CTE areas.
  o The OCTE has contracted with IACTE to develop a teacher recruitment, preparation and retention initiative. IACTE has been given an additional $75000 to develop FocusEd. Through the FocusEd initiative, IACTE has been able to develop an online platform for professional development, have initiated a beginning teacher mentoring and coaching program, and a CTE teacher recruitment initiative.
  o The increased rigor and alignment to postsecondary courses will require significant upskilling of current CTE teachers. In order to address this, we need we must provide multiple professional development opportunities. One possibility is to scale the Vincennes Welding Academy model and partner with a postsecondary institution and an industry employer or provider to develop summer workshops or academies for teachers to increase their skill levels. These workshops will include technical instruction, as well as instructional practice. Workshops and academies could be used as a refresher course of industry skills to prepare instructors for the required industry certification exams that are required to be credentialed to teach dual credit courses. We intend to use leadership funds to support these professional development opportunities.
  o An additional career specialist will be hired to support program development and to work with IACTE to coordinate and provide professional development for CTE instructors.

• **Providing Technical Assistance for Eligible Recipients:** The Office of CTE staff currently consists of six individuals that provide technical assistance in three areas; 2 staff members are dedicated to data and
accountability; 1 member assists with fiscal compliance; and 3 staff members provide program technical assistance. Technical assistance is provided both preemptively and upon request.

- Preemptive technical assistance provided by the data and accountability specialists includes training workshops for school personnel responsible for entering data into the CTE database. Program specialists and fiscal compliance technical assistance is primarily offered through email or telecommunications on an as needed basis.
- As mentioned earlier, Indiana intends to increase its capacity to provide preemptive technical assistance through the addition of career specialists. The Office of CTE recognizes the need to support schools as they address and decrease performance gaps. We believe this can be accomplished by having at least one career specialist focus on supporting special population students. The Office of CTE also needs to be prepared to offer implementation workshops for schools to help with the rollout and enactment of Next Level Programs of Study. Part of this assistance will be the development of technical assistance documents and resources.
- Another high priority area is supporting schools in providing work-based learning opportunities for students. To accomplish this goal the OCTE will be hiring 3 regional directors that will work remotely. Regional directors will be a combination of program and implementation specialists. A primary focus will be the implementation of CTE programs integrated with high-quality WBL and industry engagement.
- The Office of CTE has identified a need to have better communications with postsecondary institutions. CTE Staff have already held meetings to help postsecondary submit their data and prepare for completing the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment. We will continue future meetings to discuss how the Office of CTE could better support postsecondary CTE.

**Reporting on performance levels and gaps:**
- The state of Indiana and Office of CTE will develop and publicly release an annual report which will highlight the accomplishments of CTE from the past year, as well as provide reports on the use of funds and performance on indicators. This annual report is one method for helping the public better understand CTE and its effectiveness.
- Update: The OCTE has taken steps over the last two years to improve their data and reporting systems. These improvements will help to ensure that an annual report is provided but also the possibility of providing more real-time online tools to demonstrate the effectiveness of CTE.
- The Office of CTE will be one of the participating agencies in the development and implementation of the talent development system communication plan.
- A Program of Study Guide will be developed and shared with students and parents to provide information on the benefits of CTE.

**Other Priorities for State Leadership Funds:**
- Support for Career and Technical Student Organizations (CTSOs);
- Support for the Indiana Association of Career and Technical Education (including financial support for the fall conference and other professional development events);
- Programs of Study Pilot Grant assists with the development statewide programs of study – including new courses, updated standards, equipment and facilities, career guidance, and advisement resources. The first phase will include planning grants that will provide support to schools for the development of an implementation plan. The second phase will include implementation grants for selected planning grant recipients. The pilot programs will provide CTE the opportunity to identify challenges to implementation and develop resources for the implementation workshops this fall;
  - Update: The pilot grants have been completed. We have shifted from the use of Leadership funds to Reserve funds to support NLPS implementation.
- The Perkins Assessment Grant provides funding to eligible secondary recipients to support state-approved, industry-recognized licensing, and certification examinations or assessments leading to a recognized postsecondary credential. This grant opportunity helps recipients bridge the cost-gap for all CTE students –
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including special populations students. This program also directly meets the state’s goals for preparing an educated and skilled workforce (including special populations) and for meeting the skilled workforce needs of employers, including in existing and emerging in-demand industry sectors and occupations as identified by the State;

• Professional development activities and workshops for school and career counselors and postsecondary transitional counselors;
  o We will work with community foundations and other workforce development partners to develop a team model for career advising that schools will be able to implement. One possibility includes the **Skillful Coaching Corps** program, which is a train the trainer model focused on developing career coaching skills in a variety of professions, including school counselors.
  o The Office of CTE will review progress made by Local Career Coaching Grant recipients to determine the possibility of scaling the strategies statewide.
  o Update: Local Career Coaching Grants have been suspended. However, career advising remains a priority area of focus for the OCTE. The Office will evaluate other possibilities for the use of leadership funds to support career advising efforts. This is also another area of focus for OCTE Career Specialists.

• Expansion and improvement of middle school CTE programs will be the next phase of the state’s CTE redesign. This will focus primarily on aligning standards to upper secondary courses in order to start career exploration earlier. This will provide students more time to focus on career exploration, allowing them to take full advantage of the opportunity to earn a credential in a field aligned to their interests and abilities prior to high school graduation; and
  o Update: expansion of middle school CTE programs will become the primary area of focus over the next year. With NLPS implementation reaching full scale next year, OCTE staff can begin reviewing the middle school programs.

• Support for CTE programs for adults and out-of-school youth concurrent with their completion of secondary school education in a school or other educational setting. Perkins recipients will work with Adult Education to increase the number of Integrated Education and Training programs.
  o Update: This has been limited due to Covid.

(2) Implementing Career and Technical Education Programs and Programs of Study

(A) Describe the career and technical education programs or programs of study that will be supported, developed, or improved at the State level, including descriptions of the programs of study to be developed at the State level and made available for adoption by eligible recipients. (Section 122(d)(4)(A) of Perkins V)

In an effort to develop common and intentionally aligned career pathways and programs of study, we are proposing that Indiana return to the 16 Federal Career Clusters (listed below). Currently, secondary CTE utilizes 12 career clusters and postsecondary only uses 8 career clusters to organize pathways. This reorganization would help to align which programs of study are eligible for funding at the secondary and postsecondary levels. This may possibly help braid funds to create more joint programs of CTE.

| Advanced Manufacturing | Health Science |
| Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources | Hospitality and Tourism |
| Architecture and Construction | Human Services |
| Arts, A/V Technology & Communications | Information Technology |
| Business Management & Administration | Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security |
| Education and Training | Marketing |
| Finance | Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics |
| Government & Public Administration | Transportation, Distribution & Logistics |
Postsecondary Programs of Study: The postsecondary CTE system in the state of Indiana is concentrated between Ivy Tech Community College and Vincennes University. Ivy Tech has more than 40 locations throughout the state of which 18 campuses are eligible recipients for Perkins funds. Vincennes University’s main campus is in Vincennes, and it supports other sites in Jasper, Fort Branch, and Indianapolis. While other Indiana institutions offer technical and associate’s programs, as well programs or majors in the clusters above, Ivy Tech and Vincennes are the only public institutions that primarily offer certificate through associate level programs.

Ivy Tech and Vincennes both offer a variety of programs including certificate level, associate degree programs, transfer programs, and non-credit bearing opportunities.

- **Certificate (CT) and Certificate of Program Completion (CPC):** This is the shortest term, credit-bearing program offered by Ivy Tech and Vincennes, respectively. Certificates are entry-level or advanced credentials of up to 29 credit hours; may contain at least one industry or nationally-recognized certification; and may contain courses meeting Technical Certificate and/or Associate of Applied Science degree requirements.

- **Technical Certificate (TC) or Certificate of Graduation (CG):** Technical Certificates and Certificates of Graduation are designed as an intermediate workplace credential with credits meeting degree requirements of the related associate degree. These often require about 30 credit hours and includes a combination of technical and general education courses. In most cases, all of the courses required for a technical certificate can be applied to the requirements for an applied associate degree.

- **Applied Associate Degree (AAS)** – The Associate of Applied Science degree structure is designed for immediate workforce preparation upon completion, although many of the courses may transfer into related baccalaureate programs.

- **Approval of Postsecondary CTE Programs:** All degree programs, Associates and above, are approved through the Commission for Higher Education (CHE). An application is submitted and reviewed by the Academic Affairs and Quality Committee. After a review and vetting process, the proposed program is then referred to the Commission for approval.

Programs below an associate’s degree, like technical certificates, may be approved through a Routine Staff Action (RSA). The postsecondary institution completes an application that is submitted to the CHE. The application is then reviewed by the Academic Affairs and Quality Committee. Applications are evaluated on six main criteria:

1. Characteristics of the program - what type of program, mode of delivery, internships offered.
2. Rationale institutional and state - evidence of labor market demand, sub categories.
3. Cost of and support for the program – faculty, facilities and the nature of support using existing resources.
4. Similar and related programs offered within the state - related programs at the institution and other institutions, articulation to associate and baccalaureate programs.
5. Quality and other aspects – credit hours, learning outcomes/competencies, licensure and certification, accreditation, placement of graduates.
6. Projected head count, FTE enrollments and degrees conferred.

With the transition to CTE under the Governor’s Workforce Cabinet, the GWC serves as the monitoring and accountability agency for postsecondary CTE; we include a representative from the Office of CTE to serve with the AAQ Committee to review all applications for postsecondary CTE programs.

CHE maintains a database of all programs offered at postsecondary institutions in the state. In addition to the titles of programs, the database also contains student level data. CHE, postsecondary institutions, and the Office of CTE have reached an agreement to share postsecondary data in the Indiana Technical Education Reporting System (InTERS) database. The sharing of data will allow all CTE data to be located in one unified system.

Secondary Programs of Study: Currently, Indiana is operating with two sets of career pathways or programs of study. Students in the 2020-2022 cohorts may follow the Perkins IV pathways that are based on Indiana’s
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previous definition of a CTE concentrator, requires students to earn six credits in a pathway. The class of 2023 must follow the Perkins V CTE Concentrator Course Sequences that were developed to align with the Perkins V definition of a CTE concentrator. Students may choose from over 60 career pathways under Perkins IV or Perkins V. The link below provides lists of the current pathways: https://www.in.gov/gwc/2437.htm

Update: The Class of 2022 is the last cohort that can utilize the Perkins IV pathways. Class of 2023 and 2024 also have the option of utilizing NLPS courses to meet the Perkins V definition of a CTE Concentrator. The Class of 2025 must use NLPS courses. Shifting all cohorts to Perkins V will help with some of the inconsistencies in data.

There are many great examples of high quality CTE being offered throughout the state of Indiana. The changing economy, a greater spotlight on talent development systems and extensive reviews, completed by various groups has brought to light that our current system lacks consistency, quality, and intentionality between secondary and postsecondary CTE. In order to strengthen Indiana’s CTE system, the GWC, Office of CTE, CHE, Ivy Tech, and Vincennes have begun an extensive redesign of CTE programs of study.

The GWC, Indiana General Assembly, SBOE, and the Office of CTE have already taken some steps to improve the current system and to prepare Perkins recipients for the changes to come. In November 2018, Indiana changed its definition of a CTE concentrator for Graduation Pathways to align with the Perkins V formal definition. A CTE Concentrator for Graduation Pathways must earn a C average in at least two non-duplicative advanced courses (courses beyond an introductory course) within a particular program or program of study. This change necessitated the development of the Perkins V CTE Concentrator Courses sequences to replace the Perkins IV pathways, which were aligned to the old definition of earning 6 credits from any of the courses included in an approved pathway.

The Perkins V concentrator course sequences were built using the current courses and course structures. A majority of current CTE courses may be offered for anywhere from 1 to 3 credits per semester. In addition to potential inconsistencies, most of Indiana’s current courses are based on out-of-date standards that are poorly aligned to postsecondary CTE courses or industry standards and do not always lead to a postsecondary certification or credential.

To address these challenges, the Office of CTE, in collaboration with Ivy Tech Community College and Vincennes University, is working to review and redesign all of the state’s current CTE pathways. The newly designed pathways will be identified as Next Level Programs of Study and will improve the quality, consistency, and intentionality of CTE programs of study. Next Level Programs of Study will be ready for full implementation by the 2021-2022 school year. The Office of CTE will develop a plan to help recipients transition from the Perkins IV and Perkins V pathways over the next 3-4 years.

Update: Full scale implementation got pushed back one year, partly due to Covid. However, transition plans have been developed and there were over 50,000 enrollments in NLPS courses during 21-22 SY.

Next Level Programs of Study will be structured into 4 courses. Each program of study will begin with a principles course which will provide broad aspects of an industry and key principles required for the career pathway. The principles course will be followed by two advanced, non-duplicative, career-specific technical courses. A student will have earned CTE concentrator status upon completion of the two advanced CTE courses. The fourth course will be a pathway capstone course that may be taken for 2 to 6 high school credits. This design will ensure students designated as CTE concentrators have the relevant knowledge and skills to move directly into employment or additional postsecondary educational opportunities.

The principles course and the two advanced courses will each articulate to one or two postsecondary courses. The pathway capstone course may articulate to as many as five postsecondary courses. Directly aligning the program of study courses to postsecondary courses will give students who continue through concentrator status and beyond the opportunity to complete the technical courses required for a technical certificate or certificate of
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graduation through dual credit or dual enrollment. The Office of CTE will work with secondary CTE providers to create opportunities for students to complete the dual credit academic coursework needed to earn the postsecondary credential.

Sample Program of Study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster: Pathway</th>
<th>Related Courses (Non-Required)</th>
<th>Academic Courses (Required for TC/CG)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Exploratory and Academic Courses | - Preparing for College and Careers  
- Introduction to ***** | ITCC –  
VU – |
| Secondary Technical Core Courses | Principles  
2 credits required  
- Topic I  
- Topic II | Concentrator A  
2 credits required  
- Topic I  
- Topic II  
Concentrator B  
2 credits required  
- Topic I  
- Topic II | Pathway Capstone  
2-6 credits  
- DC/DE to complete postsec credentials w/ embedded WBL |
| Dual Credits | ITCC MTTC XXX  
MTTC XXX | VU PMTD XXX  
PMTD XXXL |
| Postsecondary Credentials | Industry Recognized Certification that may not count toward Grad Pathways. | Industry Recognized Certification  
ITCC – Cert when possible  
VU – CPC |

Schools and career centers will be able to offer the programs of study in the way that works best with their master schedule. A high school may choose to offer the four courses of the program of study one-at-a-time over 3-4 years; or a career center, which often has students attend for a half day, will be able to concurrently enroll students in multiple courses. For example, a career center may enroll a student in the principles course and the two advanced courses at the same time. The Office of CTE will work with CTE faculty to develop pacing guides that include variations in local schedules.

The Office of CTE will be supplying a variety of technical assistance resources, such as necessary equipment and facility guides, targeted professional development, and career guidance and advising resources, as the Next Level Programs of Study are implemented over the next 3-4 years. These additional resources will not only help to ensure that Next Level Programs of Study will help increase the likelihood of valued student outcomes.

Update: Several resources have already been developed. The next goal is to provide individual program of study marketing/advising sheets.

Implementation Process and Timeline:
September – December 2021:
- In September and November, the Office of CTE invited secondary and postsecondary CTE instructors to attend two summit sessions, where the instructors were grouped by pathway or program of study. The goal of these sessions was to share the vision for Next Level Programs of Study and to gather the instructors input on potential course sequences.
- In October, a Secondary School Principals and CTE District Directors Working Group was established. Since then, multiple meetings, both in-person and virtually, have occurred. The goal of the working group is to gather feedback from principals and directors regarding the program of study structure and to develop implementation resources to help schools and career centers implement Next Level Programs of Study.
- The competencies for the programs of study developed during phase 1 were vetted through steering teams comprised of secondary and postsecondary instructors during the spring of 2021. The competencies were then published in a CTE review document.
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- Schools had the opportunity to opt-in to NLPS courses for the 2021-2022 school year. Many schools and career centers took advantage of this opportunity leading to well over 50,000 enrollments in NLPS courses. The schools were supported through implementation webinars that were held in the winter and spring 2020-2021.
- We plan to use leadership and reserve funds to support schools and career centers offering Next Level Programs of Study pilot programs were available to schools for the 2020-2021 school year. 12 schools and career centers were selected to implement NLPS courses. The pilot programs have provided valuable information to help with the development of technical resource materials and to prepare for full scale implementation workshops.

Next Steps:
- CTE staff will continue to convene secondary and postsecondary educators both in-person and virtually to finalize course sequences and to develop relevant secondary course standards for each course included in the program of study. This process will also help to establish the statewide articulation agreements between the secondary and postsecondary courses. In the spring of 2020, the course standards will be reviewed and validated by industry representatives.
  - Update: The remaining programs of study will have been vetted early in the spring of 2022. The Office of CTE is also working external partners to have the competencies validated by industry.
- We plan to use leadership and reserve funds to support schools and career centers offering Next Level Programs of Study pilot programs during the 2020-2021 school year. The pilot programs will provide valuable information to help with the development of technical resource materials and to prepare for the implementation workshops.
  - Update: Secondary Reserve grants have been offered the last two years to encourage local recipients to adopt and implement NLPS.
- Beginning in late fall of 2020, the Office of CTE will facilitate regional workshops for school teams to provide technical assistance for wide scale implementation during the 2021-2022 school year.
  - As we prepare for full scale implementation, a greater need for technical assistance through webinars, conferencing with individual schools, and providing implementation resources has emerged. This will continue to require a great deal of attention over the next couple of years.

(B) Describe the process and criteria to be used for approving locally developed programs of study or career pathways (see Text Box 3 for the statutory definition of career pathways under section 3(8) of Perkins V), including how such programs address State workforce development and education needs and the criteria to assess the extent to which the local application under section 134 will—

Joint Programs of CTE eliminated some of the roadblocks for employers to partner directly with secondary programs to create innovative and industry-aligned CTE programs. Schools now have the option to develop Joint Programs of CTE without the approval of the district CTE director or local cooperative. Legislation was passed in April of 2019 that allowed schools the opportunity to partner with a local employer, a postsecondary institution, or eligible third party training provider to offer a CTE program. For the first year, schools were asked to provide details in InTERS regarding the CTE courses offered through a Joint Program. The Office of CTE is exploring the possibility of having schools register Joint Programs of CTE to gather more information regarding the structure, quality, and expected student outcomes.

During the transition year as we develop Next Level Programs of Study, we have asked for local communities to share any recommendations for locally created pathways with the Office of CTE. The Office of CTE is reviewing each of these recommendations based upon statewide data and feedback to determine if they should be developed as a statewide program of study or if they should remain at the local level. To date, the Office of CTE has worked with local groups to work on state approved programs of study for Precision Agriculture, Health Informatics, and Engineering Technology.
If it is determined that there is a need for a locally created pathway, the school or group will have to submit a formal application, which includes all the elements of a state approved program of study. CTE staff will have 60 days to review the submitted application and will either forward a recommendation for approval to the State Board of Education or will work with the submitting group over a 30 day period to revise and strengthen the locally created program of study application.

Both Joint Programs of CTE and locally developed programs of study must meet the minimum criteria and expectations and provide the same opportunities as established by a state approved program of study.

i. the criteria to assess the extent to which the local application under section 134 will—promote continuous improvement in academic achievement and technical skill attainment;

Eligible recipients have been asked to submit the CLNA by the mid-February. This will not only provide time for CTE staff to review and verify the results of the CLNA but also allow us to use information gathered from the CLNA to revise the local application. Revising the Local Application to align with Perkins requirements will help to ensure that eligible recipients are meeting needs based on the CLNA and addressing critical aspects of program development.

The Office of CTE has overhauled its CLNA process to be much more goal oriented and to focus on continuous improvement. Each of the questions within the CLNA require 5 elements to completely answer. The elements include a description of the current state, evidence that supports the description of the current state, detailing the root causes of the current state, a potential goal or desired state, and a ranking of the significance of any gap. The potential goals are then consolidated for each criteria in the CLNA to focus on the greatest needs. The last step in the CLNA process then is to gather stakeholder feedback on the priority goals and potential strategies.

Afterwards the Priority goals are directly transferred to the Local Application so that users, as they enter each activity, must, make sure that the activity will have an impact on one or more of the priority goals. Additionally, recipients are able to focus on the expected outcomes and evaluation methods to address each of the potential strategies included in the Local Application. Office of CTE is encouraging recipients to approach their Local Application as a two year application. The belief is that a more focused effort on a select group of priorities for a longer period of time, will ultimately lead to greater improvements.

The Office of CTE staff will be developing state trends that will be used as a comparison to evaluate a local recipient’s performance. As information becomes available, CTE will also consider how local performance aligns to national performance.

i. the criteria to assess the extent to which the local application under section 134 will—expand access to career and technical education for special populations; and

The first step to expanding access to career and technical education for special populations is to ensure that all students have access to high-quality programs. Two of the driving factors of the CTE redesign was to ensure greater quality and consistency between all programs of study, regardless of where they are being offered. To ensure that each recipient is offering a program of study in the manner it was intended, each recipient must complete a self-evaluation of each program of study. In conjunction with the evaluation, each recipient will also be asked to provide a program inventory as a part of the local application. In addition to the course sequences offered, recipients will be asked to provide assurances on how they will meet the components of a high-quality program of study, including contact hours, work-based learning opportunities, career guidance and advising, and the opportunity to earn dual credits and/or postsecondary credentials.

Another component of the Office of CTE’s revised CLNA, required each eligible recipient to participate in an Equity Lab. Indiana has modeled its lab after Ohio, who presented at the national NTACT conference two years ago. The
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labs provide disaggregated data for enrollment trends and performance outcomes in a manner that helps to identify equity gaps. Additionally, lab participants were provided an overview of equity and access in CTE, a data analysis strategy, and assistance to understand how the results of the equity lab may be used to complete the CLNA.

The data provided to eligible recipients for the CLNA included disaggregated data. The review of the CLNA by CTE staff detailed above will evaluate how well the disaggregated data was used to identify potential performance gaps. In addition to the recipient’s disaggregated data, the Office of CTE will review disaggregated enrollments in each program to ensure that special population students have fair access to high-skill, high-wage, and in-demand pathways. Recipients are also required to submit the names and contact information of stakeholders involved with the CLNA process.

The CLNA requires each participant to respond to several questions directly related to providing equity and access to special population students. Those questions include:

(A) To what degree are student groups taking part in CTE at disproportionate levels in comparison to overall student population?
(B) Do any discrepancies exist between the demographics of students enrolled in high, moderate, and less than moderate value programs of study?
(C) To what degree are learners earning concentrator status at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
(D) To what degree are learners earning dual credit at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
(E) To what degree are learners earning postsecondary credentials at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
(F) To what degree are learners participating in work-based learning experiences at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
(G) To what degree are learners being placed after program completion at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?

The recipient’s responses to these questions will be reviewed by CTE staff to identify any potential issues. CTE staff will consult the recipient’s local application to make sure that any concerns are addressed in their strategies and activities.

ii. support the inclusion of employability skills in programs of study and career pathways. (Section 122(d)(4)(B) of Perkins V)

Indiana now requires the inclusion of employability skills into all courses. These employability standards will be incorporated into the Next Level Programs of Study along with standards for academic integration. Indiana has also included an employability skills requirement into its new graduation requirements, which are required for the 2023 cohort. Students must complete a project-based learning, service learning or a work-based learning experience in order to meet the requirement.

The recipient’s responses to the narrative section of the CLNA regarding work-based learning (WBL) and career and technical student organizations will be reviewed to identify how WBL and leadership development is being implemented into every classroom. The application will also be reviewed to determine the percentage of students that have the opportunity to experience more comprehensive forms of WBL.

The program of study inventory included in the local application will require each recipient to include assurances that students who enroll in the program of study will have the opportunity to participate in career and technical student organizations and what types of work-based learning experiences will be included in each course.

(C) Describe how the eligible agency will—
i. Make information on approved programs of study and career pathways (including career exploration, work-based learning opportunities, early college high schools, and dual or concurrent enrollment program opportunities) and guidance and advisement resources, available to students (and parents, as appropriate), representatives of secondary and postsecondary education, and special populations, and to the extent practicable, provide that information and those resources in a language students, parents, and educators can understand;

The Office of CTE recognizes that a strong promotional campaign and communication strategy centered on all components of a program of study is necessary to ensure the success of Next Level Programs of Study. There are several opportunities to make information available.

- A career guide will be developed that provides details for each program of study within all of Indiana’s 16 recognized career clusters. The guide will be the first line of communication with school personnel, parents, and students. Schools will have the opportunity to purchase copies of the guide that may be made available at parent nights, college and career fairs, or other events.

- The second opportunity will be a redesign of the CTE website. In addition to a number of resources, the website will host a digital version of the career guide. The website address will be included on all forms of communications and will be consistently updated to ensure users have the most relevant information.

- A key component to the early implementation efforts will be regional implementation workshops. We will organize and facilitate a workshop in each economic region of the state. Schools and career centers will be invited to send teams of school personnel including administrators, school counselors and CTE instructors. Throughout these multi-day workshops the teams will work to develop an implementation plan that takes into account all of the components of a high-quality program of study.

- The Governors Workforce Cabinet is working with an outside communications consulting group to develop a unified communications plan for the talent development system. CTE will support this effort through leadership funds and will be included in the communications plan.

- Career guidance and advisement training and resources are a growth opportunity for CTE. Long-term plans to address this need include providing a greater number of career guidance resources for school counselors and instructors, as well as looking for opportunities to provide training for school personnel that provide guidance services for students and parents.

- CTE has worked collaboratively with DOE, DWD, and OWBLA to develop a Work-Based Learning Manual that will provide guidance to WBL coordinators across the state on the characteristics of high quality WBL programs. Currently, this group is developing a pilot training session for WBL coordinators or other school personnel that are involved with college and career readiness. The first training will take place in early March.

ii. Facilitate collaboration among eligible recipients in the development and coordination of career and technical education programs and programs of study and career pathways that include multiple entry and exit points;

The Combined Plan, along with efforts to develop common career pathways for both secondary students and adults, has led to collaboration between postsecondary, secondary, and Adult Education to develop pathways with multiple entry and exit points. Our goal is to create career pathways based upon the model developed as a part of the Advancing Career and Technical Education in State and Local Career Pathways Systems project. Our focus is on developing pathways or programs of study that are built using stackable credentials. Employing stackable credentials in this manner allows us to meet short-term needs of adults, while providing them re-entry points along the way. Our secondary to postsecondary programs of study will provide students the opportunity to reach the middle-skills level of the model. By design, students will have the opportunity to continue on to pursue associate’s or bachelor’s degree options. Most importantly, secondary students will have the same opportunities as adults to exit and reenter programs of study as their career progresses. They would be able to do this without starting over or retaking classes that were completed during high school.
The Next Level Programs of Study design process includes multiple opportunities for secondary and postsecondary instructors to collaborate on the development and coordination of the CTE programs of study. The process of backwards mapping of postsecondary programs of study into secondary programs of study will include a combination of in-person and virtual summits among faculty and instructors in various sectors and programs. Collaborative groups of postsecondary and secondary instructors will work to create secondary course sequences, new and revised courses with relevant standards, and dual credit articulation agreements. Over the next two years, these groups will also collaborate on curriculum mapping and curriculum resources. Once implemented the sector/program of study groups will be included in the continuous improvement and review process for each program of study.

In addition to the development of Next Level Programs of Study, the GWC and Office of CTE will encourage collaboration between schools, industry partners, postsecondary institutions, and eligible training providers to offer Joint Programs of CTE and/or WBL opportunities.

iii. Use State, regional, or local labor market data to determine alignment of eligible recipients' programs of study to the needs of the State, regional, or local economy, including in-demand industry sectors and occupations identified by the State board, and to align career and technical education with such needs, as appropriate;

Through the Next Level Jobs initiative, the state has identified 5 high demand areas. The areas include Advanced Manufacturing, Building and Construction, Information Technology and Business Services, Transportation and Logistics and Health Sciences, all of which are included in Workforce Ready Grants.

DWD has also worked with the Office of CTE to provide labor market information for recipients to use to complete the CLNA. These data along with the analysis questions, will help recipients to evaluate their program of study offerings in terms of how well they meet the local labor market information.

The Office of CTE added a requirement to the CLNA to participate in a regional collaboration meeting hosted by the regional workforce boards. One of the goals of the meeting was to discuss labor market data for the different economic regions. Additionally, recipients were required to complete a quadrant analysis of each CTE program of study. The quadrant analysis was based on the relationship between the supply (enrollments in a program of study) and the demand for the occupations aligned with those programs.

State funding for secondary CTE is currently based on classifying courses into categories based upon the demand and wage data that are associated with those courses. DWD uses the demand and wage data to designate courses as high, moderate, or less than moderate value. This tiered funding model incentivizes schools and recipients to offer programs of study aligned to high-wage and in-demand careers. Schools/Career Centers have the opportunity to appeal the occupational ranking when there is evidence of local demands or wages that exceeds the demand and wages for the state. One area we will improve is how we consider emerging careers and those careers resistant to automation in the funding formula.

The OCTE has convened a statewide needs assessment group of stakeholders. One of the questions the group is considering is an updated, more thorough definition of high-wage, high-skill, and in-demand.

iv. Ensure equal access to approved career and technical education programs of study and activities assisted under this Act for special populations;

The eligible agency and the Office of CTE will take several steps to ensure equal access to programs of study for special populations. The first step in ensuring equity and access to all students is to create opportunities for all students to have access to high-quality programs of study. One goal of the CTE redesign is to ensure that all CTE programs are providing the necessary knowledge and skills to be successful in the career pathway.
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One step that the state has already taken is to form a Transition Advisory Council. The Council is composed of representatives from Vocational Rehabilitation/Pre-Employment Transition Services, Office of Special Education from the Indiana Department of Education, Office of CTE, The Arc, and The IU Center for Learning and Community Living. The goal of the Council is to increase the number of students with disabilities that are participating in CTE and to increase the number of positive student outcomes for students with disabilities. The group has identified 6-7 eligible recipients to interview regarding their current support practices for students with disabilities. The interviews will be used to identify the best practices. After identifying best practices, the group will support implementation of these practices at a variety of CTE sites through a pilot program.

The GWC has a Methods of Administration Coordinator on staff, as well. In addition to monitoring secondary and postsecondary institutions for Civil Rights compliance, the MOA Coordinator will also be providing technical assistance and professional development to help schools proactively meet Civil Rights guidelines.

Schools are incentivized through the assessment grant to have special population students earn certifications. Special population students were weighted to count for 1.25 in the calculation to determine the amount of funds for each recipient.

The Office of CTE will designate at least one program specialist to specialize in providing technical assistance and professional development to schools on supporting special populations. The specialist will identify, share, and support implementation of best practices that have been proven to decrease performance gaps between general CTE students and special populations.

Another component of the Office of CTE’s revised CLNA, required each eligible recipient to participate in an Equity Lab. Indiana has modeled its lab after Ohio, who presented at the national NTACT conference two years ago. The labs provide disaggregated data for enrollment trends and performance outcomes in a manner that helps to identify equity gaps. Additionally, lab participants were provided an overview of equity and access in CTE, a data analysis strategy, and assistance to understand how the results of the equity lab may be used to complete the CLNA.

The Office of CTE will work with the Indiana Afterschool Network to encourage the creation of out-of-school CTE activities for special population and non-traditional students. This could be an after-school program or summer camps.

   v. Coordinate with the State board to support the local development of career pathways and articulate processes by which career pathways will be developed by local workforce development boards, as appropriate;

The GWC serves as Indiana’s state workforce board. As the state board with oversight of all workforce development agencies and activities, the GWC, along with the Office of CTE, will work to develop common career pathways. The common career pathways will focus on stackable knowledge and credentials in order to help individuals find a pathway to career success. This will help all workforce development organizations meet the needs of the individuals in a way that promotes lifelong learning along a sustainable career trajectory rather than a short-term fix.

Schools and Career Centers that wish to apply for planning and implementation grants for the Next Level Programs of Study are encouraged to partner with postsecondary, local Workforce Development Boards, and other community groups involved in the talent development system.

Local communities and Workforce Development Boards will be able to use these common pathways as a model for the development of local pathways or Joint Programs of CTE. The Office of CTE will be able to work with and provide guidance documents to help Workforce Development Boards take the right steps in the development of these local pathways.
vi. Support effective and meaningful collaboration between secondary schools, postsecondary institutions, and employers to provide students with experience in, and understanding of, all aspects of an industry, which may include work-based learning such as internships, mentorships, simulated work environments, and other hands-on or inquiry-based learning activities; and

The Office of CTE, DOE, and OWBLA have all worked with a cadre of work-based learning coordinators from around the state to develop a WBL manual. The manual details the criteria for high-quality WBL programs and provides coordinators access to resources to help with implementation. In conjunction with the manual, the agencies will be piloting a one day training and professional development seminar for WBL Coordinators in early March. The training program will be further developed into an annual or semi-annual opportunity for new WBL coordinators to participate in the training.

Update: The Office of CTE in collaboration with other agencies are working to revise and improve the WBL Manual and other WBL resources. One possibility being considered is the collaboration on a single Work and Learn website in partnership with the Indiana Chamber of Commerce.

The WBL Manual also details a WBL continuum that ranges from learning about work to learning through work. The continuum provides key characteristics of a wide range of WBL experiences that are appropriate for all ages from primary school through secondary and postsecondary education.

OWBLA continues to work with several schools across the state to develop State Earn and Learn (SEALs) programs. The SEALs are aligned to the common career pathways that Next Level Programs of Study are aligned to. Sector partnerships from around the state, such as Catapult through Conexus and INFAME, are working with CTE providers to develop work-based learning opportunities, including internships and apprenticeships.

Update: The work of developing wbl programs through K-14 programs has been transitioned from OWBLA to the OCTE. This decision was made in hopes of better integrating high-quality wbl experiences like internships and youth apprenticeships into CTE programs.

Work-based learning is a high priority for the entire talent development system. The GWC plans to increase the promotion of work-based learning opportunities through the development criteria for WBL experiences. CHE has included a goal that 100% of postsecondary programs will require an internship, work-based learning, research project, or other student engagement experience that has career relevance.

vii. Improve outcomes and reduce performance gaps for CTE concentrators, including those who are members of special populations. (Section 122(d)(4)(C) of Perkins V)

The first gap that must be addressed is the disparity between what a CTE concentrator is at one school compared to another school. By redesigning programs of study to contain more consistent and relevant standards in the first three courses and by directly aligning the programs of study to postsecondary programs, we will ensure that all schools are meeting the essential knowledge and key technical skills required for each pathway. If all students have equal access to the necessary knowledge and skills of a CTE pathway, then students will be able to perform better. Better student performance in courses that directly align to postsecondary programs will help more students earn postsecondary credentials.

Another component of the Office of CTE’s revised CLNA, required each eligible recipient to participate in an Equity Lab. Indiana has modeled its lab after Ohio, who presented at the national NTACT conference two years ago. The labs provide disaggregated data for enrollment trends and performance outcomes in a manner that helps to identify equity gaps. Additionally, lab participants were provided an overview of equity and access in CTE, a data analysis strategy, and assistance to understand how the results of the equity lab may be used to complete the CLNA.
The Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment provides a great opportunity to develop a continuous improvement process at the local and state level. CTE is providing disaggregated performance data to each school for use in their CLNA. These data, along with the analysis questions included in the CLNA, will draw attention to existing performance gaps for schools. Reviewing the CLNA and the local application will serve as an opportunity to complete an extensive audit on each individual program and also the system as a whole.

The CLNA and local application process must be followed with targeted technical assistance that helps schools and centers to develop strategies rooted in best practice to address the performance gaps. Requiring this type of technical assistance will be new for Indiana. Career specialists will need additional training on analyzing data and researching best practices.

Under Perkins IV, Indiana had contracts with assessment vendors to pay for a select group of assessments. For this fiscal year, we have developed an assessment grant which provides funds to districts to pay for the certification assessments that they choose based upon the number of assessments the school provided the previous year. We plan to increase our support for certification assessments in the coming years in hopes of encouraging/incentivizing more schools to offer certifications.

(D) Describe how the eligible agency, if it opts to do so, will include the opportunity for secondary school students to participate in dual or concurrent enrollment programs, early college high school, or competency-based education. (Section 122(d)(4)(D) of Perkins V)

Indiana CTE students currently have the opportunity to earn a number of dual credits (postsecondary credits from a high school course taught by a credentialed high school instructor). Dual enrollment (a high school students completing a postsecondary course on a postsecondary campus with a postsecondary instructor) is a growing trend and something that is made more possible with the development of SEALs and Joint Programs of CTE.

The GWC/CTE would like to expand the opportunities for dual credit and early college in CTE programs through the Next Level Programs of Study. The goal of each Next Level program of study will be to provide each student the opportunity to complete at least one year’s worth of postsecondary education and training. When available, all CTE programs of study will be intentionally aligned to a postsecondary credential, specifically certificates and technical certificates. The state will have an articulation agreement with ITCC and Vincennes through the CTE dual credit crosswalk developed by CHE. Our goal is to provide each student a CTE early college experience with a chance to earn a postsecondary credential.

Embedded within each program of study will be industry-recognized certifications aligned to either individual courses or exit points. Certifications that appear on the promoted industry certification and count toward Graduation Pathways will be given priority.

(E) Describe how the eligible agency will involve parents, academic and career and technical education teachers, administrators, faculty, career guidance and academic counselors, local business (including small businesses), labor organizations, and representatives of Indian Tribes and Tribal organizations, as appropriate, in the planning, development, implementation, and evaluation of its career and technical education programs. (Section 122(d)(12) of Perkins V)

The CLNA process will provide an opportunity for a wide variety of stakeholders to provide input and feedback on local CTE programs. Local recipients are required to submit the names of stakeholders that participated in the process. The CLNA provides opportunities to evaluate individual pathways, as well as the comprehensive CTE program of the site.
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A Listening Tour was conducted by GWC staff in the fall that included a stop in each of Indiana’s 12 workforce regions. The Listening Tour stops were attended by staff from the core programs, required one-stop partner programs, other programs and activities included in the Combined Plan, and other interested stakeholders. Some of the common themes heard during the Listening Tour included the need to co-locate more services to reduce barriers for Hoosiers and the importance of considering common barriers, such as childcare and transportation, when trying to reach individuals with education and training services. Additionally, the importance of better external communication to ensure Hoosiers are aware of programs available to them and better internal communication across agencies to lessen duplication of services and ensure various funding streams are being used most effectively was brought up repeatedly. Completing the Listening Tour before beginning to draft the Plan allowed for the State to identify those common themes and work to incorporate that feedback heard from local regions directly into the Plan.

The Plan was posted for public comment on the GWC website and notice was sent out to a broad audience of the available public comment period. Additionally, a webinar was held that gave the opportunity for individuals across the state to offer live public comment. The committees met at the end of the public comment process to review the comments received and make any necessary updates to the Plan. The Plan was then submitted for final review and approval to the Governor’s Workforce Cabinet before its submission.

The design process for Next Level programs of study includes opportunities for secondary and postsecondary instructors to contribute on the course sequences and standards. The principals and CTE directors working group focuses on the administrative and implementation aspects. Industry groups, like Agrinovus, Conexus, and IMA, have been consulted on the development of the course sequences and will help vet the standards for courses.

IACTE represents a direct line to the majority of CTE instructors in the state. In order to improve communication with career and technical education teachers we must work to improve our working relationship with IACTE. Ideas for improvement include the Office of CTE providing regular updates to the IACTE executive board. We also believe developing a more specific scope of work will help to ensure that funds are being utilized effectively.

(F) Include a copy of the local application template that the eligible agency will require eligible recipients to submit pursuant to section 134(b) of Perkins V. See Text Box 4 for the statutory requirements for local applications under section 134(b) of Perkins V.

The Local Application Template will be updated to meet Perkins V requirements. In order to ensure alignment between the Local Application and the CLNA, the updates to the Local Application will be made after CLNAs are submitted in the middle of February. A draft of the updated application will be provided with the plan submission.

(G) Include a copy of the comprehensive local needs assessment template and/or guidelines that the eligible agency will require of eligible recipients to meet the requirements of section 134(c) of Perkins V. See Text Box 5 for the requirements for the comprehensive local needs assessment under section 134(c) of Perkins V.

The CLNA template included multiple parts and was developed in an online format. Data were provided through interactive reports and a link to labor market information. Local recipients were required to use this data to answer the following analysis questions.

CLNA Process
The Office of CTE has redesigned the CLNA from a lengthy questionnaire to a more organized and structured 6-step process. Steps 1 and 2 involve planning and organization. Recipients will first identify a core leadership team and then develop a plan for engaging all required stakeholders. A series of activities have been created in Step 3 to facilitate a more structured and in-depth review of CTE elements. Step 4 will utilize the findings from Step 3 to gather stakeholder input on goals and strategies to expand and improve CTE programs.
Districts will then submit their CLNA for review and use the submitted CLNA to complete their Local Application during the spring of 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identify and Create Local Leadership Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Develop stakeholder engagement plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Engage stakeholders in CLNA activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stakeholder Meeting – Present Findings, Set Priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Submit CLNA for review - Due January 31st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Complete Local Application - Window Opens March 1 – April 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Indiana Office of CTE has developed a series of five activities within Step 3 that will address the six required components each district must complete as part of the CLNA process. Each activity will serve a different purpose and should provide greater structure to the CLNA process. Details and guidance steps are provided in the following section of this document.

The Office of CTE recommends that districts follow the sequence that is designated in the graphic above with the understanding that there may be a great deal of overlap and some activities will be taking place simultaneously. Regional Workforce Boards have been asked to schedule the Regional Collaboration Meeting early in the process to better inform other areas of the work. Eligible recipients are encouraged to start with the Program of...
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Study Size, Scope, and Quality activity while waiting for the Regional Collaboration meeting to take place. The Program of Study activity will provide some of the data points that should be considered as a part of the Student Performance activity. The Office of CTE will host Equity Lab Sessions in October and November. While it is not mandatory to have completed the Program of Study and Student Performance activities before the Equity Lab, it may be helpful. The Recruitment, Retention, and Training activity includes developing a professional development plan that may be influenced by the results of other activities.

Indiana Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA)

- Regional Collaboration
  - What industry trends are expected to impact career opportunities the most in your local area over the next few years?
  - To what degree do your CTE program enrollments match projected job openings for the state and region?
  - How would you rate and/or describe the employer engagement within your region?

- Program of Study Size, Scope and Quality
  - Based on your district’s internal Program Quality Assessment, which pathways earned the highest quality ratings? Which pathways have the most room for growth?
  - Based on your district’s internal Program Quality Assessment, which quality components are the strongest at the district level? Which quality components need improvement?
  - To what degree have your programs of study been converted to Next Level Programs of Study?
  - How well does your current facilities and equipment meet capacity needs and industry standards for each program?
  - Please rate or describe the effectiveness of your work-based learning efforts as a district and on a program level?
  - Please rate or describe the effectiveness of your career advisement/career development efforts as a district and on a program level?

- Student Performance
  - To what degree are learners persisting in programs to earn concentrator status and to complete Level II/Capstone courses? Consider gaps that may exist between conducting schools (shared and unshared programs) and individual programs of study.
  - How does the district rate in terms of students earning dual credits? Consider gaps that may exist between conducting schools (shared and unshared programs) and individual programs of study.
  - How does the district rate in terms of students earning postsecondary credentials? Consider gaps that may exist between conducting schools (shared and unshared programs) and individual programs of study.
  - How does the district rate in terms of providing work-based learning experiences for students? Consider gaps that may exist between conducting schools (shared and unshared programs) and individual programs of study.
  - How does the district rate in terms of student placement? Consider gaps that may exist between conducting schools (shared and unshared programs) and individual programs of study.
  - Equity and Access To what degree are student groups taking part in CTE at disproportionate levels in comparison to overall student population?
  - Do any discrepancies exist between the demographics of students enrolled in high value, moderate value, and less than moderate value programs of study?
  - To what degree are learners earning concentrator status at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
  - To what degree are learners earning dual credit at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
  - To what degree are learners earning postsecondary credentials at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
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- To what degree are learners participating in work-based learning experiences at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?
- To what degree are learners being placed after program completion at disproportionate levels based on demographics or special population standing?

**Teacher Recruitment, Retention, and Training**
- Rate the overall effectiveness of the district’s faculty.
- How well are your recruitment and retention efforts helping you to meet current and future staffing needs?
- How effective are your current professional development efforts?

(H) Provide the eligible agency’s definition for “size, scope, and quality” that will be used to make funds available to eligible recipients pursuant to section 135(b) of Perkins V.

**Secondary Size, Scope, and Quality:** Indiana does not want to place subjective limits or requirements on schools and or career centers in terms of the number of programs offered or the number of students enrolled. Therefore, an eligible recipient will only be required to offer at least one program of study. However, schools and career centers should provide a sufficient number of programs of study to ensure that a significant percentage of students have the opportunity to participate in CTE programs of study that meet the needs of the local labor market.

To be of sufficient size, scope and quality, a CTE program of study in Indiana must include or be making progress toward including the following components:

- The program of study must be able to meet the minimum facility and equipment requirements for a minimum of 10 students. Moderate and High Value programs of study will take steps to expand the number of students enrolled, equipment, and/or facilities if the waitlist exceeds 50% of the current capacity.
- Programs of study, including joint programs of CTE and locally developed pathways that have been registered with the state, must adhere to state-approved courses and course sequences. Each program of study must address the standards and competencies associated with each state-approved course through relevant, real-world and applied instructional strategies.
- Secondary programs of study should be structured to encourage persistence in students to go beyond CTE Concentrator status and to pursue valued postsecondary credentials, like certificates, degrees and industry certifications that are integrated into the program of study.
- Students and their families are provided career advisement and academic guidance to help students identify career interests and to best prepare for college and career opportunities. Students should have a personalized multi-year graduation plan that is connected to postsecondary education.
- Programs of study are accessible to all students, specifically students who are members of special populations, by being free from unnecessary barriers to enrollment or participation. Historically underrepresented students are actively recruited and have the opportunity to succeed through necessary accommodations and supportive services.
- The program of study includes the development of employability and leadership skills through a wide range of embedded and stand-alone work-based learning opportunities and participation in career and technical student organizations.
- Programs of study must maintain on-going relationships among education, business and other community stakeholders, such as advisory boards or sector partnerships to help validate and keep current the technical and workforce readiness skills and program improvement.
- The program of study is focused on continuous improvement and engages with partners and stakeholders to achieve performance targets for Perkins performance indicators and utilizes data to identify and reduce disparities and performance gaps among population groups.
Postsecondary Size Scope and Quality: To be of sufficient size, scope and quality, a CTE program of study in Indiana must include or be making progress toward including the following components:

- Postsecondary CTE programs must be aligned with business and industry as validated by local or regional business advisory committees and must be part of one of the allowable cluster areas.
- Postsecondary eligible institutions must provide students with the opportunity to earn a certificate, associate’s degree, industry certification, and/or licensure approved by the state in a CTE approved career cluster.
- A postsecondary program of study provides students the opportunity to be a CTE Concentrator. Which is defined as a postsecondary student that earned at least 12 credits within a CTE program or completed such a program if the program encompasses fewer than 12 credits.
- Programs/Programs of Study are strongly encouraged to include work-based learning opportunities for students.
- The program or programs of study achieve or consistently makes progress toward state-determined levels of performance and engages in periodic evaluation, informed by data, to reduce or eliminate disparities or performance gaps and to improve program quality and effectiveness.
- Programs/Programs of Study are accessible to and supportive of all students, especially students who are members of special populations.
- Postsecondary programs of study provide opportunities for secondary alignment, and can provide evidence of operational agreements with secondary schools.

(I) Meeting the Needs of Special Populations

(I) Describe the eligible agency’s program strategies for special populations, including a description of how individuals who are members of special populations—

i. will be provided with equal access to activities assisted under this Act;
ii. will not be discriminated against on the basis of status as a member of a special population;
iii. will be provided with programs designed to enable individuals who are members of special populations to meet or exceed State determined levels of performance described in section 113, and prepare special populations for further learning and for high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors or occupations;
iv. will be provided with appropriate accommodations; and
v. will be provided instruction and work-based learning opportunities in integrated settings that support competitive, integrated employment. (Section 122(d)(9) of Perkins V)

The GWC and Office of CTE will provide expanded professional development and guidance to eligible recipients regarding special populations and non-traditional students. We will also focus this funding towards professional development for CTE instructors and administrators— with diversity and inclusion practices and culturally responsive instruction – to support our special populations in CTE at both the secondary and postsecondary levels. Similarly, this funding will also go towards similar professional development for CTE instructors and administrators – with differentiated instructional practices – to support our special populations in CTE at both the secondary and postsecondary levels. Indiana intends to explore opportunities to use Perkins to support educational institutions in serving individuals with disabilities. The first step will be to allocate non-competitive grants to the School for the Deaf and the School for the Blind to build a bridge to CTE programs at nearby CTE Centers, employers, and schools for their students. Part of Perkins includes Civil Rights monitoring. The Office of CTE will provide technical assistance to help our CTE districts proactively comply with all Civil Rights regulations, rather than waiting for a monitoring visit. Additional professional learning opportunities will be made available through the Office of CTE and the
addition of a Career Specialist. Topics may include integrating Universal Design for Learning, integrating academic skills and reducing performance gaps.

Update: The Office of CTE will work with the School for the Deaf and the School for the Blind to determine the best path forward for providing their students the best opportunity to participate in CTE programs. It needs to be determined if the best use of funds is to provide funding directly to these institutions or to provide grants for eligible recipients to provide programs for these students.

We will leverage leadership funds to offer separate grant opportunities through the Special Populations Recruitment Initiative and the Non-Traditional Training & Employment grant. We want to ensure there is equitable access and representation of students with disabilities in all career clusters. Ensuring secondary and postsecondary students access those CTE programs in high-wage occupations, such as those in our advanced industries, is critical to the unemployment gap. We need to actively recruit and retain students into programs that can give them the technical skills needed for success in well-paid occupations. Using Perkins Leadership funds, Indiana will create a Special Populations Recruitment Initiative. This grant opportunity will support professional development to increase the effectiveness of teachers, faculty, specialized support personnel, and paraprofessionals in relation to the recruitment of special populations into CTE programs.

Update: These grant opportunities have been delayed due to Covid and a lack of staff capacity. Now that the OCTE has been able to add Career Specialists, we should once again be able to provide opportunities like the ones discussed in the paragraph above.

Misconceptions regarding physical or developmental abilities of these students may preclude them from participating in certain career clusters. IDEA funding should ensure that all necessary accommodations for a students’ success are in place to facilitate enrollment in and completion of CTE courses. This can pair with Perkins funds to ensure those supports are in place for students with disabilities. CTE districts and schools must partner together to ensure these funding streams work in conjunction with one another to support these students. Access alone, though, is not sufficient to close the achievement and wage gaps for this target population. We need students to earn credentials, complete programs of study, and enroll in postsecondary education programs.

All competitive grants, including the program of study pilot program implementation grants, will require recipients to describe how the funds will be used to expand access and support students of special populations. Through the Perkins Assessment Grant, we have incentivized special populations’ participation in the attainment of industry-recognized certifications and postsecondary credentials. The Office of CTE will continue to look for opportunities to incentivize inclusion and achievement for special population students. We will also be providing grants for postsecondary and secondary through the use of reserve funds that will be targeted on implementing high quality programs of study and reducing/eliminating performance gaps.

We need to ensure there is equitable access and representation of minority students in all career clusters. Fewer racially and ethnically diverse students are represented in STEM pathways, specifically healthcare and IT. Ensuring secondary and postsecondary students access those CTE programs in high-wage occupations, such as those in our advanced industries, is critical to addressing the wage gap. We need to actively recruit and retain students into programs that can give them the technical skills needed for success in well-paid occupations. Often grade requirements may preclude certain subgroups from qualifying for entrance into these programs, which reinforces the need to establish and maintain high expectations for academic achievement in grades 3 through 8. Through Comprehensive Local Needs Assessments, we want our CTE districts and Workforce Boards to examine policies that may be inhibiting equity and identify ways to increase minority students’ access to programs leading to middle- and high-wage jobs.

In order to provide greater supports, especially to postsecondary and adult CTE students, local Workforce Development Boards, CTE centers, schools, and postsecondary institutions can leverage this opportunity through the Combined Plan to execute and expand strategies regarding the co-location services, co-enrollment of individuals, and
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braiding fund between Perkins and other WIOA programs. We will also expand CTE opportunities for youth by connecting with other WIOA youth programs like JAG and Pre-ETS. Examples of these connections include the development of a transitions working group, which needs to be expanded to include postsecondary, and providing professional development to JAG instructors at their summer conference in order to help them provide better career guidance and advising regarding CTE opportunities.

Update: There has not been a sufficient amount of Leadership funds available to support these programs through funding. Going forward, the OCTE will need to work closely with these groups and to create grant opportunities for shared programs. After NLPS implementation, it may be possible to use Reserve funds for these types of joint opportunities.

The Office of CTE will be reviewing statewide enrollment data by programs to ensure that special population students are being given the opportunity to pursue high-skill, high-age, and in-demand career pathways. This review will include a review of admission requirements and policies for CTE programs of study to ensure that they are not creating a disparate impact or creating unintended consequences against an individual group. The GWC has a Methods of Administration Coordinator on staff. In addition to monitoring secondary and postsecondary institutions for Civil Rights compliance, the MOA Coordinator will also be providing technical assistance and professional development to help schools proactively meet equity and accessibility guidelines.

The Office of CTE staff will also provide guidance and technical assistance for administrators on ways that state and federal funds may be utilized to reduce barriers to CTE participation and performance for special population students. This may include strategies for reducing out-of-pocket expenses or covering a portion of salaries for paraprofessionals to provide the necessary accommodations to students.

The Office of CTE will develop resources and guidance to create greater partnerships between schools and employers in order to expand paid work-based learning experiences. One possibility includes the cooperative education course, which is being restructured to support students who have a part-time job. The cooperative education course relaxes some of the prerequisite requirements and requires school-based instructional time that focuses on career exploration, employability, and transition skills. The Office of CTE staff will also prepare guidance for WBL coordinators, administrators and employers to ensure they are aware that Employer Training Grants may now be used for students in a WBL program.

Pre-ETS can support WBL opportunities through CTE and other means by helping offset the stipends and costs of WBL programs. EARN Indiana provides employers with up to 50% of the student's hourly wage, in the secondary space, and supplementing that funding with Pre-ETS funding may increase access specifically for students with disabilities. By connecting Pre-ETS to our WBL programs in this way, we can encourage both employers and students with disabilities to pursue this mutually beneficial experience.

(J) Preparing Teachers and Faculty

i. Describe how the eligible agency will support the recruitment and preparation of teachers, including special education teachers, faculty, school principals, administrators, specialized instructional support personnel, and paraprofessionals to provide career and technical education instruction, leadership, and support, including professional development that provides the knowledge and skills needed to work with and improve instruction for special populations. (Section 122(d)(6) of Perkins V)

Professional development (PD) is encouraged through Perkins basic grant funds to eligible recipients and through state-level programs related to the recruitment and retention of CTE educators, faculty, and staff. We will be offering additional PD and regional workshops for secondary school counselors, postsecondary transition counselors and career counselors.
Update: Most of the PD efforts over the last couple of years have focused on NLPS Implementation. Other efforts have been delayed due to Covid and staffing shortages. The hiring of a Career Specialist that focuses on teacher recruitment, retention, and professional development the OCTE will be better prepared to offer sessions on a variety of topics. Additionally, the partnership with IACTE to create FocusEd will also help with these efforts.

The Next Level Programs of Study may require significant upskilling of current CTE instructors and faculty, especially at the secondary level. Indiana needs to explore the possibilities of developing a three tier professional development model:

- The first tier includes online, self-paced modules that focus on both content and instructional practice. These modules could be developed through a partnership between the Office of CTE, IACTE, and postsecondary institutions.
- The second tier includes the development of professional learning communities, which include discussion boards and curriculum resources. Curriculum resources could include available curriculum, postsecondary textbooks and unit plans, and open educational resources. The Office of CTE would only provide a list of available resources. This list would not include an endorsement or recommendation to be used except for the required postsecondary materials. Chat rooms could be implemented to allow practitioners the opportunity to communicate with each other.
- The third tier includes in-person workshops. These workshops could be modeled after the VU summer welding academy. Secondary teachers are brought on campus for two to three days to learn from equipment providers and postsecondary instructors. A portion of the costs for this are covered through a sponsorship by the equipment provider. Another opportunity for growth is to improve the focus of IACTE Fall Conference sessions by utilizing performance data to identify needed areas of support.
  o While it has been difficult to hold in-person workshops or professional development during Covid, we hope to better implement this third tier of professional development over the next two years.

The Office of CTE has supported the Coaching for Beginning Agriculture Teachers, which is a mentoring program for first year Ag educators. With the support of IACTE, Indiana intends to expand this program to all CTE areas. We are also closely monitoring the plans of the national ACTE group and the potential replication of the Teach Ag program for all CTE areas.

Update: The mentoring program for beginning teachers in all CTE areas is being provided through the FocusEd initiative that has been created through a partnership between IACTE and the OCTE.

Indiana supports a Workplace Specialist Program, which provides an avenue for licensure for individuals with industry expertise but no formal teacher preparation training. The program is administered by Ball State University and is a combination of in-person sessions and online course work. The goal is to provide the industry specialist with the basic pedagogical knowledge and skills necessary to be successful in the classroom.

Indiana has created greater opportunities through legislation to bring new CTE teachers to the classroom by allowing schools to utilize individuals with only workplace experience. This legislation requires that the teachers meet minimum work experience requirements. It has the potential to enhance employer and school connections through a sort of employee on loan program. The concept includes the possibility of employers allowing staff to serve as instructors with paid time office. The Office of CTE will develop guidance and recommendations for schools and career centers that focuses on best practices of utilizing these instructors. The Office of CTE will work with industry representatives to develop an employer engagement guide that would include this possibility of providing a part-time staff member.
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(c) Fiscal Responsibility

(1) Describe the criteria and process for how the eligible agency will approve eligible recipients for funds under this Act, including how—

(A) Each eligible recipient will promote academic achievement;
(B) Each eligible recipient will promote skill attainment, including skill attainment that leads to a recognized postsecondary credential; and
(C) Each eligible recipient will ensure the local needs assessment under section 134 takes into consideration local economic and education needs, including, where appropriate, in-demand industry sectors and occupations. (Section 122(d)(5) of Perkins V)

Each eligible recipient is approved based on their responses to the local application. For FY 2021, the local application must correlate to the recipient’s CLNA results. The Office of CTE staff will complete an extensive review of each recipient’s CLNA and Local Application to ensure the necessary alignment and to identify potential concerns or the need for technical assistance. During the first year, this review process will be the primary method of monitoring recipients.

The CLNA process provided disaggregated data for each Perkins V Performance Indicator, including academic skill attainment. Recipients identified performance gaps through analysis of this data. One challenge that recipients face is that many students completed the ESSA required student assessments before enrolling in a CTE program of study. This challenge will require the GWC, the Office of CTE, and eligible recipients to look for other ways to promote academic attainment.

As a first step, integrated academic standards will be included in each Next Level Program of Study. The Office of CTE will encourage schools and career centers to integrate the assessments of these academic skills into their technical skill assessments.

Many individuals have expressed concern about the ability of CTE students to earn the academic dual credits required to complete a technical certificate (TC) or certificate of graduation (CG). Completion of postsecondary math, language arts, and communication courses are often a requirement for earning a TC or CG and also serve as a gateway to higher levels of postsecondary education and training. In order to increase the number of postsecondary credentials awarded, we must integrate these skills into our programs of study and provide support to CTE instructors for integrating core academics into their curriculum. To increase the integration of core academics into CTE requires developing and encouraging teachers of CTE courses and academic courses to work together to align their coursework and jointly teach cross-disciplinary projects that tackle real-world problems. Through project-, problem-, or work-based learning opportunities, in partnership with employers or higher education, coordinating academia with the applied learning of CTE will help students understand the breadth and depth of career opportunities in Indiana’s economy. The Office of CTE will also work with traditional high schools to increase the number of opportunities for CTE students to complete required academic dual credit courses and to identify best practices of cross-disciplinary approaches.

Beyond providing students the opportunity to earn a TC or CG, industry-recognized certifications will be embedded into the Next Level Programs of Study whenever available and appropriate. Industry certification exams may be used as a measure of technical skill attainment. The Office of CTE, through our pathway development groups, must identify or develop common assessments for courses and programs of study that do not have an aligned industry certification exam.

Indiana has funded the cost of certifications through Perkins Leadership funds. Prior to this year, only a limited selection of assessments were funded through a contract between select vendors and the state. This year, the state increased the amount of funds set aside to cover the cost of assessments; and the funds were distributed directly to eligible recipients. This process gives recipients more flexibility to choose which assessments to fund and will lead to
improved reporting of the results. While the new process is an improvement over previous years, Indiana needs to explore more sustainable ways of covering the expenses for certifications in the future.

Update: With the full scale of implementation of Graduation Pathways, the Office of CTE has determined that it is not sustainable to continue to fund Industry Certifications through leadership funds. Over the next two years, the Office of CTE will pursue a shift to state funding. During the 2021 legislative session, a $200,000 line item was set aside to cover certification costs as a part of the biennial budget. It is estimated that at least $600,000 will be needed to adequately support the attainment of these certifications.

As part of the CLNA process, the Office of CTE provided eligible recipients with relevant labor market information aligned to CTE courses for their economic region. Recipients will utilize this information to identify gaps between the needs of the community and the programs of study they offer. Prior to the CLNA process for FY22, the Office of CTE will explore the possibility of having eligible recipients of an economic region collaborate on the CLNA process.

(2) Describe how funds received by the eligible agency through the allotment made under section 111 of the Act will be distributed—

(A) Among career and technical education at the secondary level, or career and technical education at the postsecondary and adult level, or both, including how such distribution will most effectively provide students with the skills needed to succeed in the workplace; eligible recipients must use Perkins distribution funds in ways that correlate to the results of their CLNA and section 135 of Perkins V legislation.

Indiana has traditionally withheld a minimal amount for Leadership funding, choosing to allocate about 93% of the total award to eligible recipients through the local formula distribution. In order to meet the requirements of Perkins V, the eligible agency will increase Perkins Leadership to approximately 8.25% of the total allocation for the upcoming fiscal year; approximately 90% of the total award will support the Local Formula Distribution for secondary and postsecondary eligible recipients.

Indiana Code [IC 20-20-38-12] requires that at least 60% of Perkins funds be allocated to secondary level career and technical education. Indiana currently allocates 65% of the local formula distribution to secondary eligible recipients and 35% to postsecondary eligible recipients. Indiana has not traditionally included adult education providers as eligible recipients. This split was originally determined by DWD and has been in place for several years. Given the shift in priorities in the Combined Plan and the change in eligible agency, the split will be reevaluated prior to the FY22.

Indiana will also set aside 3.5% of the distributed funds for the Reserve Fund. These funds will be used for competitive grants to prioritize the implementation of programs of study and narrow equity gaps in performance.

(B) Among any consortia that may be formed among secondary schools and eligible institutions, and how funds will be distributed among the members of the consortia, including the rationale for such distribution and how it will most effectively provide students with the skills needed to succeed in the workplace. (Section 122(d)(8) of Perkins V).

Nearly all secondary public, non-charter schools are members of a consortium or CTE district. Some consortia are organized as cooperatives with the individual schools offering shared programs, while most consortium share a common career center for the district. Secondary schools and charter schools that meet the minimum funding level required by Perkins legislation can become CTE districts.

In most cases, Perkins funds are distributed to the CTE District through a fiscal agent for the consortium. In consortia where there is a centralized career center, Perkins funds go to the career center. In consortia that are
organized as a cooperative, Perkins funds are distributed through local processes established by the consortium board of directors and are guided by the CTE director. State CTE funds are distributed to the individual secondary schools based on student enrollments regardless of where the student receives the training. In most cases, sending schools pay a tuition fee to the career center.

(3) For the upcoming program year, provide the specific dollar allocations for each eligible recipient made available by the eligible agency for career and technical education programs and programs of study under section 131(a)-(e) of the Act and describe how these allocations are distributed to local educational agencies, areas career and technical education schools and educational service agencies within the State. (Section 131(g) of Perkins V).

The specific allocations for each eligible recipient will be included in this Plan once the amount of the FY 21 Perkins State Allocation is made available. Indiana utilizes the formula set forth in Perkins legislation to determine the allocation for each recipient.

70% to the number of individuals aged 5-17, inclusive, who reside in the school district and are from families below the poverty level for the preceding fiscal year;

30% to the number of individuals aged 5-17, inclusive, who reside in the school district.

The Office of CTE calculates the distribution for each school district. The CTE District’s total award is determined by the sum of the formula distribution for each school district in the consortium or cooperative.

(4) For the upcoming program year, provide the specific dollar allocations for each eligible recipient made available by the eligible agency for career and technical education programs and programs of study under section 132(a) of the Act and describe how these allocations are distributed to eligible institutions and consortia of eligible institutions within the State. Section 132 relates to the distribution of funds for postsecondary education programs. We calculate the distribution based on the formula requirements in Perkins V:

Each eligible institution or consortium of eligible institutions shall be allocated an amount that bears the same relationship to the portion of funds made available under section 112(a)(1) to carry out this section for any fiscal year as the sum of the number of individuals who are Federal Pell Grant recipients and recipients of assistance from the Bureau of Indian Affairs enrolled in programs, which meet the requirements of section 135, offered by such institution or consortium in the preceding fiscal year bears to the sum of the number of such recipients enrolled in such programs within the state for such year.

(5) Describe how the eligible agency will adjust the data used to make the allocations to reflect any changes in school district boundaries that may have occurred since the population and/or enrollment data was collected, and include local education agencies without geographical boundaries, such as charter schools and secondary schools funded by the Bureau of Indian Education. (Section 131(a)(3) of Perkins V).

Each year, the Office of CTE makes adjustments to the membership of each eligible recipient’s consortium or cooperative. These changes will lead to changes in the amount of the eligible recipient’s allocation due to the formula and process utilized to determine the local allocation. Indiana utilizes the data provided as is by the US Census Bureau to determine allocation amounts. No adjustments to the data are made due to changes in district boundaries.

Allocations for charter schools and other schools without boundaries are determined based on the proportion of students enrolled in the charter school compared to the number of students enrolled in the public school corporation where the charter is located.
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(6) If the eligible agency will submit an application for a waiver to the secondary allocation formula described in section 131(a)—

Indiana does not plan to apply for a waiver to the secondary allocation formula for FY21.

(A) Include a proposal for such an alternative formula; and

N/A

(B) Describe how the waiver demonstrates that a proposed alternative formula more effectively targets funds on the basis of poverty (as defined by the Office of Management and Budget and revised annually in accordance with section 673 (2) of the Community Services Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2)) to local educational agencies with the State. (Section 131(b) of Perkins V).

N/A

(C) Also indicate if this is a waiver request for which you received approval under the prior Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006 (Perkins IV).

N/A

(7) If the eligible agency will submit an application for a waiver to the postsecondary allocation formula described in section 132(a)—

Indiana does not plan to apply for a waiver to the secondary allocation formula for FY21.

(A) Include a proposal for such an alternative formula; and

N/A

(B) Describe how the formula does not result in a distribution of funds to the eligible institutions or consortia with the State that have the highest numbers of economically disadvantaged individuals and that an alternative formula will result in such a distribution. (Section 132(b) of Perkins V). Also indicate if this is a waiver request for which you received approval under the prior Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006 (Perkins IV).

N/A

(8) If the eligible agency will award reserve funds to eligible recipients under section 112(c) of Perkins V, describe the process and criteria for awarding those funds.

For FY21, the Office of CTE will set aside a Reserve of $1,000,000 for secondary and postsecondary recipients. The distribution of Reserve funds will be based upon the 65%/35% split between secondary and postsecondary eligible recipients.

Secondary Reserve grants during FY 2021 and FY 2022 will be utilized for the Next Level Programs of Study Pilot Programs. Reserve funds will be used to fund pilot programs offered through eligible recipients in rural areas; area with high percentages of CTE concentrators or CTE participants; areas with high numbers of CTE concentrators or CTE participants; or areas with disparities or gaps in performance as described in section 113(b) (3)(C)(ii). Preference will be given to eligible recipients who plan to offer one of the state-identified priority pathways. Competitive grants
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will be awarded based upon the development of an implementation plan submitted through the planning grant process (May 2020). Remaining Reserve funds in FY 2021 and FY 2022 will be used to foster innovative practices aimed at reducing or eliminating performance gaps.

Postsecondary grants during FY 2021 and FY 2022 will be used for either purpose outlined above, with priority placed on programs or practices that are offered collaboratively with secondary and/or adult education.

(9) Provide the State’s fiscal effort per student, or aggregate expenditures for the State, that will establish the baseline for the Secretary’s annual determination on whether the State has maintained its fiscal effort, and indicate whether the baseline is a continuing level or new level. If the baseline is new, please provide the fiscal effort per student, or aggregate expenditures for the State, for the preceding fiscal year. (Section 211(b)(1)(D) of Perkins V).

Indiana’s aggregate expenditures for Career and Technical Education are $158,972,889.00. This includes the state’s Perkins allocation of $28,478,889.00 (FY20). The state match for Perkins Administration is $494,000.00. The state-level additional pupil count funding totals $130,000,000. The additional pupil count funds represent state funds that are distributed directly to public and charter LEAs for student enrollments in CTE courses. The $130,000,000 represents a cap that has been established through legislation for the FY 2021.

Update: The $130,000,000 cap was rescinded before it was ever implemented. We just need clarification the maintenance of effort

(d) Accountability for Results

(1) Identify and include at least one (1) of the following indicators of career and technical education program quality—

(A) The percentage of CTE concentrators (see Text Box 6 for the statutory definition of a CTE concentrator under section 3(12) of Perkins V) graduating from high school having attained a recognized postsecondary credential;

(B) The percentage of CTE concentrators graduating high school having attained postsecondary credits in relevant career and technical education programs and programs of study earned through a dual or concurrent enrollment program or another credit transfer agreement; and/or

(C) The percentage of CTE concentrators graduating from high school having participated in work-based learning. (Section 113(b)(2)(A)(iv)(I) of Perkins V).

Indiana plans to track and report on all three measures of program quality. The state feels that each indicator represents a critical measure of program quality and tracking all three will provide the most complete picture.

The measures will be calculated in the following manner:

Postsecondary Credential Attainment Numerator: The unduplicated number of CTE concentrators in the reporting cohort who attained a postsecondary credential. A postsecondary credential will be defined as a promoted industry certification or state issued license that counts as an Indiana’s Graduation Pathways Postsecondary Readiness Competency, or a postsecondary certificate, technical certificate, or degree.

Postsecondary Credit Attainment Numerator: The unduplicated number of CTE concentrators in the reporting cohort who earned at least 9 postsecondary credits in courses that map toward a postsecondary certificate or degree program.
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Work-Based Learning Participation Numerator: The unduplicated number of CTE concentrators in the reporting cohort who participated in at least 75 hours of a work-based learning experience where the student has a work record in a position(s) aligned to the student’s career pathway on their graduation plan. Examples of a work-based learning that would fit this definition include: job site placement and internship; apprenticeship/pre-apprenticeship; State Earn and Learn; clinical or practicum; school-based enterprise; or simulated work environment.

Denominator: The unduplicated number of CTE concentrators in the reporting cohort.

(2) Include any other measure(s) of student success in career and technical education that are statewide, valid, and reliable, and comparable across the State. (Section 113(b)(2)(A)(iv)(II) of Perkins V) Please note that inclusion of “other” program quality measure(s) is optional for States.

The Office of CTE staff will use FY 2021 as an opportunity to explore additional measures of student success. One possibility is a persistence measure that would measure the percent of CTE participants that go on to earn concentrator status. A more formal definition would be provided in future updates of the Perkins V plan.

Update: The Office of CTE has not created a more formal definition. However, a greater focus has and will continue to be placed on the number of students that have persisted to earn concentrator status. One place where this focus has already been implemented is through the Equity Labs that were required as a part of the revised CLNA process.

(3) Provide the eligible agency’s measurement definition with a numerator and denominator for each of the quality indicator(s) the eligible agency selects to use.

N/A

(4) Provide on the form in Section V.B, for each year covered by the State plan beginning in FY 2020, State determined performance levels or each of the secondary and postsecondary core indicators, with the levels of performance being the same for all CTE concentrators in the State. (Section 113(b)(3)(A)(i)(I) of Perkins V)
## Column I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary Indicators</th>
<th>Baseline Level</th>
<th>FY 2020</th>
<th>FY 2021</th>
<th>FY 2022</th>
<th>FY 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1S1: Four-Year Graduation Rate</td>
<td>94.99</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>99.43</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S2: Extended Graduation Rate</td>
<td>96.56</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>99.41</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S1: Academic Proficiency in Reading Language Arts</td>
<td>61.20</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>61.93</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S2: Academic Proficiency in Math</td>
<td>36.87</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>33.18</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S3: Academic Proficiency in Science</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40.26</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S1: Post Program Placement</td>
<td>79.49</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>181.73</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4S1: Non-Traditional Program Concentration</td>
<td>29.87</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5S1: Program Quality – Attained a recognized postsecondary credential</td>
<td>46.83</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5S2: Program Quality – Attained Postsecondary Credits</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5S3: Program Quality – Participated in WBL</td>
<td>28.27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Column I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Postsecondary Indicators</th>
<th>Baseline Level</th>
<th>FY 2020</th>
<th>FY 2021</th>
<th>FY 2022</th>
<th>FY 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P1: Post Program Placement</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P1: Earned Recognized Postsecondary Credential</td>
<td>36.63</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P1: Non-Traditional Program Concentration</td>
<td>27.18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22.79</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5) Describe the procedure the eligible agency adopted for determining State determined levels of performance described in section 113 of Perkins V, which at a minimum shall include—

(A) A description of the process for public comment under section 113(b)(3)(B) of Perkins V as part of the development of the State determined levels of performance (see Text Box 7 for the statutory requirements for consultation on State determined performance levels under section 113(b)(3)(B) of Perkins V);

(B) An explanation for the State determined levels of performance that meet each of the statutory requirements in Text Box 8; and

(C) A description of how the State determined levels of performance set by the eligible agency align with the levels, goals and objectives other Federal and State laws, (Section 122(d)(10) of Perkins V).
Response captured below in (6).

(6) As part of the procedures for determining State determined levels of performance, describe the process that will be used to establish a baseline for those levels.

Secondary CTE Participant: Any student who completes not less than one Career and Technical Education program or program of study.

Secondary CTE Concentrator: Any student who has completed at least two advanced courses in a single Career and Technical Education program or program of study.

Postsecondary CTE Participant: A postsecondary CTE student is any postsecondary student that is enrolled in a designated CTE program regardless of whether or not they completed secondary CTE.

Postsecondary CTE Concentrator: A postsecondary CTE Concentrators will be any postsecondary CTE participant who earns at least 12 credits within an approved CTE pathway; or has completed a postsecondary program.

Indiana’s state levels of performance are determined using the statutory requirements established in Perkins V with a few clarifications. These include that academic proficiency is based upon the student’s first attempt on the state assessment. This holds true for the postsecondary performance levels as well.

The state-determined levels of performance were established by first converting individual program year’s data to the statutory requirements of Perkins V. A table of the data from the last four years, along with the calculated 3 year average, is included in Appendix 4. One final step was to review the data on 3-year averages to look for any anomalies. The anomalies that were discovered are discussed below.

The baseline levels for all indicators, except 2S1, 2S2 and 2S3, were determined by taking the 3-year average. Indicators 2S1, 2S2 and 2S3 utilized the performance levels for the 2018-2019 cohort. The performance levels for this cohort were significantly lower due to the state transitioning from End of Course Assessments to the Indiana Statewide Testing for Educational Progress (ISTEP). The use of a single cohort’s performance as the baseline, mirrors the process used by the Department of Education to establish the performance levels for ESSA.

A review of the past performance also identified a concern with 3S1: Post Program Placement. Over the last three years there has been a 6-8% decrease in performance. This trend follows an all-time high level of performance in the 2014-15 Cohort. There are some reporting errors that are causing the 2018-19 cohort level of performance to be at 64%. The Office of CTE is working to resolve the reporting issues. The baseline level for 3S1 was determined by excluding the most recent year’s performance from the 3 year average.

Once the baseline levels were determined, a goal for the FY 2024 program year was established for each performance indicator. The goal was determined by comparing Indiana’s performance to national performance and the performance of neighboring states. The total growth needed to meet the established goal by FY 2024 was divided by four to help establish a percent increase goal for each year of the plan. This process will help to ensure continuous improvement over the span of the Perkins V plan.

In addition to being available for public comment along with the rest of the Perkins V plan and the state’s WIOA combined plan, the performance level goals were shared through an email with eligible recipients. The email was shared with eligible recipients by January 31, 2020.

The two performance indicators that most align with the WIOA combined plan are the postsecondary credential attainment and post program placement. These performance indicators are included in the strategic goals for the state.
Indiana plans to require all talent development programs to track and monitor all of the WIOA performance levels. The purpose of collecting this data is for comparison purposes to help identify the best uses of state resources.

Prior to the third year of the Perkins V plan, the state of Indiana will need to reevaluate all eligible performance levels. The changing of the concentrator definition, program of study requirements and alignment and the possible transition to a college entrance exam as the state’s academic assessment for ESEA may necessitate resetting baseline levels and performance targets.

A review of performance data from the last two years demonstrated a need for us to reset our baseline level data for 5S1- Credential Attainment and 5S3 – Work-Based Learning Participation. As mentioned earlier, there were a lot of changes that led to inaccuracies in our baseline performance levels. The adjusted performance levels for 5S1 and 5S3 were determined by calculating a three-year average. Performance levels for the next 3 years by setting a target that was above the three-year average and would include a 2 – 3% increase. Once determined, we have followed the same communication and public comment plan as the original state plan.

(7) Provide a written response to the comments regarding State determined performance levels received during the public comment period pursuant to section 113(b)(3)(B) of Perkins V. (Section 113(b)(3)(B)(iii) of Perkins V). As part of the written response, include a description of any the changes made to the State determined performance levels as a result of stakeholder feedback.

State-determined levels of performance were shared with stakeholders prior to January 31, 2020. A written response will be prepared after public comment has been received.

(8) Describe how the eligible agency will address disparities or gaps in performance as described in section 113(b)(3)(C)(ii)(II) of Perkins V in each of the plan years, and if no meaningful progress has been achieved prior to the third program year, a description of the additional actions the eligible agency will take to eliminate these disparities or gaps. (Section 122(d)(11) of Perkins V). As part of the written response, and pursuant to the Report of the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (HELP), the eligible agency could indicate that it will analyze data on the core indicators of performance to identify gaps in performance, explain how they will use evidence-based research to develop a plan to provide support and technical assistance to eligible recipients to address and close such gaps, and how they will implement this plan. The eligible agency is not required to submit a new State plan prior to the third program year in order to address this requirement.

During the 2019-2020 program year, the state of Indiana will use the CLNA process as the primary mode for reviewing and auditing the performance of eligible recipients. At the secondary level, disaggregated data have been provided to each eligible recipient for each of the performance indicators. The Office of CTE plans to conduct a thorough review of each eligible recipients CLNA and Local Application not only ensure alignment, but also, to identify performance gaps. Identified gaps will be documented to help the state determine what technical assistance and support is needed. Career Specialists, who specialize in specific technical assistant areas, will analyze the results of this review and be responsible for developing a strategic plan for providing professional development and technical assistance to the state and individual recipients through a variety of formats.

The review process for CLNA will also help the Office of CTE to identify and prepare for any necessary changes to the CLNA process in two years. One possibility is to require jointly developed CLNA by secondary and postsecondary recipients on a regional basis.

The Eligible Agency and the Office of CTE are committed to better utilizing InTERS, Indiana’s extensive CTE data collection portal, to improve data informed decision making and monitoring program quality through high quality outcomes. Over the course of the next two years, Office of CTE staff will develop a real time auditing and monitoring system using InTERS reports or a data dashboard. This auditing and monitoring process will be used to identify
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individual schools that may require a more intensive on-site monitoring visit and/or be in need of targeted technical assistance. InTERS allows us the opportunity to drill down beyond the district level and to monitor the performance of individual schools and individual programs of study within a school. Having this type of data will be critical to improving the consistency and quality of programs of study.

Indiana will still make use of the required improvement plans for eligible recipients based upon local agreed upon levels (AULs) that are set via negotiation with each local recipient. In past years, Indiana has required schools to create an emergency improvement plan to require immediate action to address poor performance. The emergency improvement plans were followed by a school improvement plan as a part of the Local Application.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year (FY): FY2023 (2023-2024)</th>
<th>Budget Item</th>
<th>Percent of Funds</th>
<th>Amount of Funds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line Number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Total Perkins V Allocation</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>$32,246,964.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>State Administration*</td>
<td>1.53%</td>
<td>$494,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State Leadership</td>
<td>8.53%</td>
<td>$2,750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>• Individuals in State Institutions</td>
<td>.78%</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>- Correctional Institutions</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>$150,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>- Juvenile Justice Facilities</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>$100,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c</td>
<td>- Institutions that Serve Individuals</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>• Nontraditional Training and Employment</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>• Special Populations Recruitment</td>
<td>.91%</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Local Formula Distribution</td>
<td>89.94%</td>
<td>$29,002,964.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>• Reserve</td>
<td>5.43%</td>
<td>$1,750,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>- Secondary Recipients</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,250,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>- Postsecondary Recipients</td>
<td></td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>• Allocation to Eligible Recipients</td>
<td>93.97%</td>
<td>$27,252,964.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>- Secondary Recipients</td>
<td>65.00%</td>
<td>$17,714,426.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>- Postsecondary Recipients</td>
<td>35.00%</td>
<td>$9,538,537.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>State Match (from non-federal funds)</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>$744,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>